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Abstract
In this review,webegin by discussing the need forharnessing renewable energy resources in the context
of global energydemands. A summary offirst- and second-generation solar cells, their efficiency and grid
parity is provided, followedby theneed to reducematerial and installation costs, and achievehigher
efficiencies beyond the Shockley–Queisser limit imposed on single junction cells.We also discuss the
specific advantages offered by nanomaterials in enhanced energy harvesting,what design platforms
comprise nanostructuredphotovoltaics, and list theprominent categories of nanomaterials used in the
designof third generation solar cells.We review the significant nanostructured photovoltaic platforms
that have encouraging power conversion efficiencies, have the potential for long term stability (both
structural and functional) andhave received attention in thefield. In addition to their operational
principle,wehighlight both their advantages and shortcomings, alongwith insights into possible
improvements.We include alternate routes to improvingpower conversion efficiency, not by tuning
material properties tomatch the solar spectrumbutusing additives and/or structuralmodifications to
allowmore efficient harvestingof sunlight, either by reducing losses or by altering the spectral properties.
Theproperties of nanomaterials thatmake themwell-suited as activematerials in photovoltaic devices
(broadband absorption, highquantumyield, etc.) alsomake them ideal candidates for luminescent solar
concentrators (LSCs). These devices also harvest solar energy, but instead of directly allowing charge
generation, they act as downconverters for other photovoltaic cells.We reviewdye, thinfilm, and
quantumdot basedLSCs that have garnered a lot of attention in recent years as these devices face a
resurgence given the advances inmaterials science and engineeringwhichhave led tonovel quantum
dots andhybrid semiconductors. The reviewendswithwhere the future of nanostructuredphotovoltaics
is headed,what device designs andmaterials development are needed to achieve efficiencies beyond the
Shockley–Queisser limits and fulfil the goal of the 3rd and 4th generation photovoltaics.

1. Introduction

Global energy consumption has steadily risen since the 1960s, and the last two decades have seen an increase by
roughly 53% [1]. A conservative estimate predicts an additional 35% increase in the next two decades, putting
our power needs at an overwhelming∼30 TWby 2050.While there is a strong possibility that fossil fuels will
continue to be amainstay, an optimistic perspective would be to assume that renewable sources will be tapped
more substantively in the coming decades, both for resource conservation and climate preservation purposes.
Among the various options available on that front, biomass, hydroelectricity, wind and geothermal resources
together can account for almost 14 TWy, but solar energy incident at the Earth’s surface is a phenomenal
105 TWy [2]. Needless to say, efficient harnessing of solar energy could not onlymore than satisfy global energy
needs, but do so in a clean, carbon-neutralmanner. These obvious advantages have spurred extensive research
efforts worldwide, and the influence in the commercial sphere has been notable. The sale of photovoltaic (PV)
modules has grown from1 GW to 100 GWbetween 2004 and the present [3], reflective ofmarket demand and
manufacturing growth. Simultaneously,module prices have dropped by a factor of 5 [4], bringing solar energy
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closer to achieving grid parity. It is estimated that globally, almost 2%of electrical needs are currently provided
by PVs [5], and nearly 90%of the PVmarket consists of crystalline silicon (Si) solar cells [6].

Si PVbelongs to the 1st generation of solar cells and is still themost economically viable PV inuse. It has some
drawbacks, whichhave contributed to PVs not havingmorewidespread applications. In the simplest terms, these
boil down to the net cost of installing andusing solar panels to generate electricity rather than conventional
sources. This ismeasured in terms of grid parity, which currently stands at about 0.1$/kWh [7]. Si PVs are close,
but the additional inconvenience of switching over to solar energywould bemore attractive to the general
populace if this pricewas closer to $0.03/kWh.There are two routes to achieving this: lowering the
manufacturing and installation costs of solar panels or producing panels with higher power conversion efficiency
(PCE), or both.And this is where the 1st generation Si panels are problematic.Module and installation prices are
unlikely to reducemuchmore than the present value, andPCEhas remainedunchanged at a peak value of 25%
for the last 15 years [8]. And this limitation is rooted in the inherentmaterial properties. Si has an indirect band
gap, which results in low absorptivity, which in turn requires the solar cells be thick to have adequate solar
absorption. The cell thickness adds tomaterial costs, to panelweight, and to lowPCEas this extra path length
gives the photogenerated carriers increasing opportunities to recombine, rather than be extracted as
photocurrent. Some of these issueswere addressed in the 2nd generation solar cells, which are direct bandgap
semiconductors and can be fabricated as thinfilms.Gallium arsenide (GaAs), cadmium telluride (CdTe) and
copper indiumgermanium selenide (CIGS) are representative of this generation, and themost successful is GaAs,
with a reported recordPCEof 29% [9]. These are commercially even less viable though, given their very high price
point. But, these canbe fashioned intomultijunction cells that are not restrained by the Shockley–Queisser limit
and have demonstrated PCEs>40% [10]. The theoretical efficiency of a single junction solar cell is limited to
∼33%by the Shockley–Quiesser [11] formulation, and in practice, single junction cells have not achieved this full
potential due to spectral limitations. The inherent inability of a semiconductor to absorbphotonswith energy
lower than its bandgap, added to the thermalizationof photonswith energy higher than it, are both unavoidable
lossmechanisms and the onlyway to overcome them is to fabricatemultijunction cells. Thesemake them ideally
suited for applicationswhere expense is not a limiting factor, but poundage is, such as space exploration.
Returning to terrestrial use, research in the newest generation (3rd) of emergent PVs ismotivated by the desire to
develop solar cells that allow lost cost synthesis while exhibiting high enough efficiency thatwould allow them to
competewith conventional power generation infrastructure. And a large proportion of these emerging solar cells
focus onnanostructured components, both organic and inorganic,which iswhat this reviewwill emphasize.
Beforewedelve into thewide range of nanostructuredPVand their successes and limitations,we take a brief look
into the broad context as towhy nanostructuredmaterials are considered to have such potential as photovoltaics.

‘Small is different’ is anoft-repeated but very apt phrase to succinctly describe theunique aspect of nanoscale
materials. The reduced spatial dimensions lead to quantizationof energy andmomentum, and this phenomenon,
knownas quantumconfinement [12], is at the origin of their uniqueoptical, electronic, andmagnetic properties that
are sodifferent from their bulk counterparts. Additionally, these properties are easily tunable by varying the size of the
nanomaterials, or by surfacemodification [13]. In the specific context of photovoltaic devices, the large absorption
coefficient of nanoscalematerials is particularly advantageous. lessmaterial is needed toharness sunlight,whichnot
onlymakes thedevice lightweight and less expensive from the rawmaterials perspective but allows easier extraction
of photogenerated carriers by virtue of a shorter effective path length.Andwhile thesewill key issues of reducingprice
while improving efficiency, there are additional advantages offeredbynanostructuredphotovoltaic. The
nanomaterials are typically chemically synthesized via low temperature, solution-basedmethods and therefore,
suited for depositiononflexible substrates. Thedevices thus designed canbe applied farmorebroadly than current
rigid solar panels, especially formobile deployment. This also allows theuse of organicmaterials andothers like these
that have lowmobility.Nanostructured surfaces have lower reflectivity, negating theneed forARcoatings and
subsequently, the addedweight and expense. Thedefinitionofwhat constitutes a nanostructuredphotovoltaic is
quite broad, comprisingnot only devices that usenanoscale semiconductors as the activematerial, but also those that
incorporate nanoscale optoelectronic components to enhance absorption, induce reflective losses and increase light
trapping. Inour review,wehave exhaustively covered both various, focusingon those platforms that have
demonstrated encouragingpower conversion efficiencies accompaniedby thepotential for long term structural and
functional stability.While discussing the advantages of each type,wewill touchupon the shortcomings, alongwith
any insights into arresting the latter and improving theperformance.We include a third category of devices aswell,
luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs), where the activematerial is not utilized todirectly generate photocarriers.
Instead, they act as downconverters by absorbing solar radiation and re-emitting it in a spectral regionmore suited
for solar cells attached at the edges. LSCswere initiallymarketed as a less expensive alternative to silicon solar panels,
butwith the change inpricing all around, this is no longer a validmotivation.However, LSCsdo indeedhaveunique
properties, as they canharvest diffuse radiation in addition todirect sunlight. This is amajor advantage over solar cells
that require tracking tooptimize performance. Further, they are better suited for building-integratedphotovoltaic
installations than solar panels andwill roundoff our reviewofnanostructureddevices for solar energyharvesting.
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We segregate the nanostructured devices in to two broad categories for the purposes of this review. In the
first sectionwewill describe and discuss the significant nanostructured PVplatformswhere the nanomaterials
are the activematerial. Thesewill include dye-sensitized solar cells, quantumdot-sensitized solar cells, quantum
dot solar cells, and solar cells that utilize nanowire arrays. In the next sectionwe focus on an alternate route to
improving PCE, not by tuningmaterial properties tomatch the solar spectrumbut using nanoscale additives
and/or structuralmodifications to allowmore efficient harvesting of sunlight, either by reducing losses or by
altering the spectral properties.Wewill cover plasmonic inclusions that enhance scattering, and absorption, or
offer resonant energy transfer and hot carrier injection into the semiconducting photovoltaic, as well as rare
earth ions and compounds that act as up or down converters of the solar spectrum tomatch the absorption band
of the activemedium to improve performance.Wefinish off with a description of alternative nanostructured
platforms, devices that also harvest solar energy, but instead of directly allowing charge generation, they act as
down converters for other PV cells.Wewill review dye, thinfilm, and quantumdot based LSCs that have
garnered a lot of attention in recent years as these devices face a resurgence given the advances inmaterials
science and engineeringwhich have led to novel QDs and hybrid semiconductors.

2.Nanostructured PVplatforms

NanostructuredPVsoffer the possibility of increased surface area due to their nanostructured components
without increasing the physical size of the device,whereas tailoring of their individual components is significantly
easier than conventional Si-basedPV asdifferent processes occurring under illumination are decoupled. In this
sectionwehighlight the nanostructuredPVplatforms that have significant and encouraging power conversion
efficiencies, and the potential for long term stability. The various technologies that currently satisfy these criteria,
and thosewewill describe anddiscuss here include dye-sensitized solar cells, quantumdot-sensitized solar cells
(QDSSCs) , colloidal quantumdot solar cells, andnanowire-based solar cells. In addition to their operational
principle,wewill discuss both their advantages and shortcomings, alongwith insights into possible improvements.

2.1.Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)
DSSCswere first introduced byO’Regan andGrätzel in 1991 [14]. Their work challenged the conventional solid-
state photovoltaic cells, by introducing a device that incorporated nanomaterials and separated the processes of
light absorption and charge carrier transport. This newdevice offered the possibility of low-cost photovoltaic
devices, whichwould provide an alternative to power generation from conventional sources.

Thefirst example ofDSSCwas prepared using a ruthenium complex as sensitizer, deposited on aTiO2

(titaniumdioxide)film, and employed a liquid re-dox electrolyte of tetrapropylammonium iodinemixedwith
iodine. This device achieved afill factor of 0.76, and in addition to a PCE of 7.9% [14], it also demonstrated an
efficiency of 12%under diffuse sunlight, revealing unexpected benefits of these devices compared to
conventional silicon based solar cells. Furthermore, under conditions of low light intensity (<5Wm−2), thefill
factor remained above 0.7, which is not observed for conventional devices. This was an initial indication of the
absence of recombination processes that normally limit device performance in semiconductor devices. The
promise shown by this first DSSC encouraged further research into the processes occurringwithin the device
and potential enhancements of the device design to achieve higher PCE .

A typical DSSC is shown infigure 1. The device consists of a glass or plastic substrate, which is coatedwith a
transparent conductive oxide (TCO)—common examples include indium tin oxide (ITO) orfluorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO). The substrate is coatedwith amesoporous oxide layer, which typically serves as the electron

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of aDSSC, and (b) electron transfer processes in aDSSC. Reprintedwith permission from [15]. Copyright
(2009)AmericanChemical Society.
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transport layer (ETL) that guides electrons to the anode, andTiO2 has been a particularly popularmaterial for
this purpose. Dye is deposited onto the ETL and is employed for light absorption followed by electron injection
into the conduction band of the ETL. The dye is then regenerated via electron transfer from the redox electrolyte,
typically an iodide/triiodide system. Finally, the triiodide formed is reduced to iodide by capture of electron
from the cathode, which usually consists of platinumonTCOglass. These processes are shown infigure 1(b).
Therefore, at the end of the process the device has returned to its original state [15].While extensive research has
been done on thematerials incorporated in these devices, certain dyes have shown great promise. Themost
impressive PCE froma single sensitizer so far has been achieved by implementing porphyrin sensitizer (SM315)
that has been engineered to improve its light harvesting properties, resulting in a PCEof 13.0% [16].

2.1.1. Charge separation, transport, and transfer at dye/ETL interface
Figure 1(b) also shows lossmechanisms thatDSSCs are susceptible to. These include direct recombination of the
electron and hole pairs in the dye, and recombination of the electrons in the ETLwith the oxidized dye or the
electrolyte [17, 18]. Hence, optimizing charge injection from the dye to the ETL is crucial for efficient device
operation. The dyemolecule is responsible for harvesting the incident light energy, resulting in a long-lived
excited state, followed by electron injection into the conduction band of the ETL. Two different charge transfer
pathways have been identified via femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy: electron injection fromnon-
relaxed higher-lying excited state, which has been associatedwith the singlet excited state of the dye, and
injection from the fully relaxed excited state, which is associated to the triplet excited state of the dye [18, 19].
These processes compete with back electron transfer from the ETL to the dye, implying that for efficient power
conversion, fast electron transfer and slow back electron transfer are needed.

The electronkinetics have been studied extensively in theRu(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 (RuN3)–TiO2 system, as it is one
of themost efficient dye/ETL combinations. Since the lowest excited state of RuN3 is 0.3 eVhigher than the
conduction bandminimumofTiO2, electron injection canoccur from the singlet and triplet states of RuN3
[19–22]. By comparing transient absorption signals of the dye deposited onTiO2 and the dye in solution, a shorter
time constantwas observed for the former case, indicating that a depopulation channel is available. Furthermore,
by probing the triplet state absorption, it was concluded that excited state evolution from the singlet to the triplet
state is also occurring,with a time constant of approximately 70 fs [19]. The fast component of electron injection
from the singlet states has been estimated to occur on a time scale of<100 fs [19, 23–26]. On the other hand, the
slow component of electron injection, associatedwith the transfer from the triplet states of the dye, has been
associatedwith time constants ranging from1.7 to 100 ps [19, 24–27]. These processes are depicted infigure 2.

Figure 2 also shows the energy dependence of the states in the conduction band ofTiO2,which has been
associatedwith the variation of the electron injection rate, as it was observed to increasewith higher density of
states. This has been used to rationalize the presence of a slow component of electron transfer, as the triplet states
are close to the energy of the conduction bandminimumofTiO2,meaning that there is a reduceddensity of states
available [19, 22, 28]. In addition,while the fast component of electron transfer could occur adiabatically, the slow
component could be associatedwith non-adiabatic processes resulting from the formationof the triplet state [19].
The slow component could also be a consequence of the binding of the dye on the ETL and surface defects [19].

Figure 2.Energy level diagramof the RuN3–TiO2 system. Processes: (A) electron injection from the singlet excited state, (B)
intersystem crossing, (C) thermalization of triplet state, (D) electron injection from triplet state. Reprintedwith permission from [19].
Copyright (2002)AmericanChemical Society.
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On theother hand, back electron transfer has been observed to happennon-exponentially and is associatedwith
timescales ofmicroseconds tomilliseconds, and a negligible picosecond/nanosecond component, therefore
reducing competition for the aforementioned electron transfer processes [18, 19]. This difference in timescales
justifies the high efficiency of the RuN3–TiO2 system inDSSCs. The slowback electron transfer has been
attributed toweak electronic coupling between the oxidized dye and the electron in theETL, trapping of the
electron in the ETL, aswell as the invertedMarcus region that slowsouter sphere electron transfer [19, 29].

Electron injection studies have been extended to other dyes aswell.Work on theRutheniumbipyridyl
sensitizer dyeN719has demonstrated that unlike theRuN3dye, inwhich electron injection from the singlet and
triplet states is occurring in parallel, electron injection from the triplet state of theN719 dye is themore efficient
injection pathway [30]. Itwas estimated that singlet injection occurswithin 1–10 ps, triplet injection occurswithin
∼100 ps, whereas intersystemcrossing from the singlet to the triplet state occurswithin∼100 fs [19] anddecay of
the triplet state to ground state requires∼10 ns. Therefore, Koops et al [30] concluded that electron injection from
singlet states occurs only for systemswith very favorable interfacial energetics, as is the case in theRuN3–TiO2

system, but for typical devices, due to the presence of the electrolytewhich influences the potential, it is unlikely
that singlet injection can competewith intersystemcrossing. Consequently, electron injectionwillmost likely
originate from the triplet state,which results in a ten-fold retardationof injection. Thiswork [30] also investigated
the various factors that could influence the electron injection kinetics in aDSSC.While the applicationof electrical
bias or themere presence of the electrolyte in the device did not affect the injection kinetics, itwas found that the
composition of the electrolyte had a larger effect. The concentration of tert-butylpyridine (tBP) and lithium
cations (Li+) significantlymodified kinetics. Incorporation of tBP in the electrolyte is observed to shift the density
of states ofTiO2 tomore negative potentials, whereas Li+ results in less negative potentials. The former changes the
conduction band ofTiO2 by coordination to theTiO2 surface, or by diminishing the cation concentration on the
surface [30–32]. On the other hand, Li+ adsorbor intercalate into theTiO2 layer, eventuallymodifying the charge
and energy levels [28, 30, 33]. However, itwas demonstrated that despite the retardation of injection kinetics
because of these electrolyte additives, resulting in reduction of the device photocurrent, their presence increases
the Fermi level ofTiO2 and, consequently, enhances the open circuit voltage of the device, therefore resulting in
higher device efficiency. This further establishes the fact that it is not necessary tohave the faster injection kinetics
for best device performance, but rather a good compromise between driving force that allows competitionwith
dye relaxation and raising the conduction bandofTiO2 to reduce recombination losses [30]. Hence, the only
requirement is that electron injection from the dye to theETLhappens faster than decay of the excited state.

AlthoughRutheniumbipyridyl dyeswere originally believed to be the best choice forDSSCs, record devices
have beenpreparedwith porphyrin sensitizers [16, 34]. Therefore, it is imperative thatwe discuss the electron
injection kinetics of these sensitizers andhow they comparewithRutheniumbipyridyl dyes. Ruthenium
bipyridyl dyes are characterized by long-lived excited state, good visible absorption, and goodphotochemical
stability [21], aswell as a high degree of charge transfer character andmixed singlet/triplet states as discussed
previously.On the other hand, other commondyes, including porphyrins, do not show asmuchmixing of
singlet/triplet states and charge transfer, but they also demonstrate long-lived singlet excited states [26, 35–37].
The photophysical characteristics of the two types of dyes are differentwhen in solution;RuN3 exhibits very low
emission yield and large red shift of emission, associatedwith the relaxation of the singlet state to the triplet states,
whereas porphyrin dyes (zinc and free base tetracarboxyphenyl porphyrins: ZnTCPP andH2TCPP respectively)
show a series of narrow visible absorption bands and small red shiftwith high emission intensity, characterized by
relatively long excited state lifetime [26]. After deposition of all dyes onTiO2, almost indistinguishable,multi-
exponential injection kinetics are observed for all, with essentially the same lifetimes and relative amplitudes.
This result demonstrates thatwhile for porphyrin dyes electron injection occurs from the singlet state, and for
rutheniumbipyridyl dyes charge transfer and relaxation to the triplet state is involved, it does not dominate
electron injection kinetics. Furthermore, the recombination kinetics for RuN3andZnTCPP are also
indistinguishable, whereasH2TCPPdemonstrates recombination kinetics that are eight times slower. This result
further supports themodel that recombination in dyes ismostly controlled by the electron transfer between trap
sites in themesoporous ETL, rather than the electronic structure of the dye [26]. Once the electron is injected into
the ETLmesoporous layer, it is transported to the contact, so it can be extracted from the device.Materials such as
ZnOand SnO2 have beenused inDSSCs, but nanocrystalline porous TiO2 appears to be the best option so far,
due to good energy levelmatchingwith dyes [38, 39]. The efficient electron transport through the nanocrystalline
TiO2 layer is believed to occur by electron hopping fromoneparticle to another [18, 20].Mesoporous layers are
unlike the bulkmaterial as they are characterized by low conductivity, the particlesmaking up the layer are too
small to support an electricalfield,whereas themesoporous layer allows for formation of interpenetrating
networks that result in a large contact areawith the other components of the device [18].

The transport of electrons through the ETL is a complex procedure that has been investigated bymultiple
research groups. Since the electrons are transported through a trapping and de-trappingmechanism, the traps
play a crucial role for both electron transfer and recombination in TiO2 [23, 40, 41]. Traps become important at
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low illumination intensity, resulting in slow transport and a small diffusion coefficient. At higher light intensity,
deep traps are filled,meaning that electron transport is faster and the diffusion coefficient is larger [18, 42]. An
additionalmechanism regarding the charge transport of TiO2films has been suggested, indicating that self-
doping is occurring under illumination, which results in enhanced conductivity of the originally poorly
conductivematerial [38]. Under illumination, a transient charging process is happening, andwhen carrier
concentration of 1019 cm−3 is reached, the region of thefilm that is not illuminated undergoes theMott
(insulator-metal) transition, resulting in a significant increase in electrical conductivity [38, 43].Modification of
the TiO2 layer has been attempted by various groups to improve its characteristics, including doping of TiO2

with Zn, Al, Zr,Nb [39, 44, 45], or preparation of 1Dnanostructures to enhance electron transport [46].

2.1.2. Liquid electrolytes
For efficientDSSCs, electrolytesmust be chosen such that they can transport the charge carriers between anode
and cathode successfully, considering the redox potential, regeneration of the dye and the electrolyte.
Furthermore, itmust ensure good contactwith themesoporous ETL, haveminimal leakage and evaporation, as
well as long-term stability. In addition, it should not result in dye degradation or desorption, and should not
absorb a significant portion of visible light [47–50]. In aDSSC, the electrolyte is acting as a hole-transport
medium, and is responsible for regenerating the oxidized dye, with the cycle completed after conversion of the
triiodide to iodide at the counter electrode. Therefore, the counter electrodemust be chosen to ensure low
overpotential and rapid reaction [17, 47, 51]. Platinum (Pt) has been a good candidate for a counter electrode. In
liquid electrolytes, ion diffusion occurs via ion hopping or liquid-like diffusion of ionic sub-lattice [47, 52].
However, when there is a high concentration of iodide, polyiodides are formed, resulting in an electron exchange
mechanism to be responsible for carrier transportation [47, 53, 54]. In this case, electrons are transported via
chemical bond exchanges [53, 55]. Overall, the diffusion process is controlled by the size of the redox species, the
solvent viscosity, the redoxmediumconcentration, and the separation between electrodes [47, 56].

In thefirst exampleofDSSC, a liquid electrolyte preparedwith the iodide/triiodide couple in an organic solvent
was used [14]. Liquid electrolytes offer several attractive characteristics: they canbeprepared easily, they are highly
conductive, they have lowviscosity, and can achieve good interfacial contactwith the counter electrode [47, 48, 56].
They remain themost commonchoice for hole transport, andwere used in themost efficientDSSCs so far [16, 57].
The liquid electrolyte usually comprises of the solvent, the ionic conductor, and the additives.Good solventsmust
havemelting points below−20 °C, andboiling points above 100 °C toprevent evaporationduring cell operation,
theymust be chemically stablewithin theoperatingpotentialwindowof thedevice, have lowviscosity to ensure that
the redox species has high diffusion coefficient andhigh conductivity, it shouldnot absorb incident light, it should
not reactwith the sensitizer dye, not dissolve the sealantmaterial, be non-toxic and cheap [47].While polar organic
solvents and ionic liquids are goodcandidates, a single solvent cannot satisfy all the conditions, therefore solvents
are usuallymixed.Waterwas initially used as a solvent inDSSCs, but the oxidationof iodide to iodate,which is not
reducedby the counter electrode, prevented long-termoperationof the device,whereasmanydyes are sensitive to
water [17, 47, 56, 58]. Acetonitrile is another goodelectrolyte as it has lowviscosity, good chemical stability and
solubility, andwas used in theDSSC that achieved record efficiencyof 13% [16, 47]. Nevertheless, it suffers from
lowboilingpoint andhigh toxicity,meaning it cannot be implemented in industrial devices.Methoxyacetonitrile
and 3-methoxypropionitrile havebeenused inDSSCs,with the latter demonstrating particularly good stability,
retaining 98%of the efficiency after 1000 hof accelerated heat tests under thermal stress [17, 47, 59]. Other
commonsolvents include ethylene carbonate, propylene carbonate,γ-butyrolactone, andN-methyloxazolidinone,
which are characterizedbyhighboiling andmelting points [47]. ADSSCpreparedwithγ-butyrolactone solvent has
been shown tooperate outdoors for almost 2.5 years [60]. It shouldbenoted that basic solvents affect theTiO2

surface, raising itsflatbandpotential, and subsequentlynot only reducing thedriving force for electron injection
from the dye to theTiO2, but additionally preventing electron recombination between theTiO2 and the redox
species [15, 47, 61]. This results in lower device photocurrent, but higher open circuit voltage.

Ionic liquids have also been incorporated in the electrolytes inDSSCs, as theypossess good chemical and thermal
stability andhigh ionic conductivity, while their viscosity canbe tailored and theydonot evaporate or leak asmuch
[47].Methyl-hexyl-imidazolium iodidewasused in adevice that demonstrated impressive stability in 1996 [53].
Later, an electrolytemadewith SeCN−/ -( )SeCN 3 andwithout any solventwas implemented, achievinghigh
efficiency at the time (7.5%–8.3%) [62]. The goodperformancewas attributed to the lowviscosity, high conductivity,
and low light absorptionof the ionic liquid, but the stability of the devicewasnot good.Though imidazolium-based
ionic liquids are common, othermaterials that have beenused in electrolytes include ionic liquidswith sulfonium,
guanidinium, ammonium,pyridinium, andphosphonium,but noneof these has showngood efficiencies [63–68].
However, implementationof a tetrahydrothiopheniummelt demonstrated that ionic liquids can alsobeused for
high efficiencydevices [69]. Pure ionic liquids are characterizedbyhigh viscosity and low ionmobility,which results
in lower diffusion coefficient of the triiodide, in comparison to organic solvents [70].Hence, in order to improve
their performance, ionic liquids are oftenmixedwithorganic solvents,whichproduceddevices of high efficiency
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[71]. Ionic liquids have alsobeenmixedwith solid components to improve their conductivity [72].Mixingwith
multi-walled carbonnanotubes resulted in significant improvement of device efficiency [73].

The iodide/triiodide redox couple has traditionally been used inDSSCs for dye regeneration, as it has a
redox potential thatmatches that of the dye, thereby ensuring rapid dye regeneration and slow recombination.
Furthermore, this redox couple is soluble, conductive, does not absorb asmuch visible light, has good stability,
and can form good interfaces with themesoporous ETL [47]. One of the issues ofDSSC operation is the
recombination of charge carriers at the interface between the ETL and the electrolyte, which can be suppressed
by incorporation of ametal oxide blocking layer [74]. It can also be suppressed by introducing additives such as
4-tert-butylpyridine and guanidium thiocynate in the electrolyte [21, 47, 75–77]. Similarly, dyes that have
hydrophobic chains also appear to prevent recombination by blocking the contact of the twomaterials [78],
whereas other dyes have the reverse effect of increasing the amount of triiodide near the dye [79, 80]. In order to
increase the rate at which the dye is regenerated, the concentration of iodidemust be tailored depending on
whether organic solvent or ionic liquid is used; higher concentration is needed for the latter due to its lower
viscosity [81]. Even though the iodide/triiodide redox species has been used for a large number ofDSSCs, it
suffers from issues of encapsulation due to the high vapor pressure of iodide and corrosion of the sealant by the
iodide, while the polyiodides absorb part of the incident light, limiting the photocurrent [47]. In addition, the
mismatch between the redox potential of the dye and that of the redox species causes a reduction of the possible
open circuit voltage that can be achieved [47, 82]. As a result, alternative complexes were pursued. These include
bromide/tribromide [51], interhalogen redox systems [83], disulfide/thiolate [84], andmost notably, cobalt
complexes [16, 34, 57]. Cobalt complexes have been used in both devices that currently hold the efficiency
record [16, 57] and are considered to be themost efficient redox species forDSSCs, with further improvements
expected after tuning the redox potentials of the redox couple [47]. Othermetal complexes that have been
studied includeNi(III)/Ni(IV), Cu(I)/Cu(II), and ferrocene/ferrocenium [85–89].

Electrical additives are often included in the electrolyte to optimize device performance. Asmentioned in
sections 2.1.1, 4-tert-butylpyridine (tBP) is a common additive, which improves the open circuit voltage, by
shifting the conduction band edge of TiO2 tomore negative values [47]. Additives with similar effects include
various nitrogen-containing compounds, such as pyridine, alkylaminopyridine, alkylpyridine, benzimidazole,
pyrzaole, quinolone, among others [47]. Another type of additive, alsomentioned in the previous section, are
lithium ions (Li+) or guanidinium ions, which adsorb to the surface of TiO2 and assist in electron injection from
the dye and reduce electron recombination by attaching to the surface of the TiO2 layer, thereby improving the
device photocurrent. Both types of additives are often combined in devices in order to acquire benefits from each
one: raising the conduction band of TiO2 andminimizing recombination losses [90–92].

2.1.3. Solid-state hole transportmaterials (HTMs)
Liquid electrolytes suffer from instability and leakage issues under exposure to air and prolonged storage.
Therefore, research focus shifted to developing solid-stateHTMs to avoid such problems.The redox electrolytes
discussed in section 2.1.2 can transport charge carriers via ionmovement and can be essentially considered a hole-
transport layer. Thus, they could be replaced by p-type semiconductors, which are also capable of hole-transport
via hole hopping through neighboringmolecules [47]. A goodHTMmust have its valence bandmaximumabove
the ground state energy level of the dye to allow for efficient hole transfer and should be characterized by good
holemobility [93–95]. Furthermore, it should not absorb visible light, or cause dye degradation. [96, 97] In
addition, as sufficient porefilling of themesoporous ETL is crucial, theHTMshould allow for deposition in an
amorphous state to ensure good contact between the various layers of theDSSC [98, 99]. Some of thefirst types of
inorganic solid-stateHTMs included copper compounds (CuI, CuBr,CuSCN) [100–103]. Thesematerials allow
for solution or vacuumdeposition, and are characterized by good hole conductivity [97]. CuIwas incorporated in
aDSSC for thefirst time in 1995,with lowefficiency, whichwas attributed to the rapid crystallizationofCuI that
prevented sufficientfilling of themesoporous ETL andhence, caused insufficient electrical contact [95, 100].
After addition of 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium thiocyanate (MEISCN), which acts as a growth inhibitor forCuI,
improvedporefillingwas achieved, leading to increased device efficiency of 3.8% [104]. Nevertheless, devices
based onCuIHTMdecay rapidly, because of the formation ofCu2O andCuOcausedby the iodinemolecules on
the surface of CuI acting as hole trapping sites [47, 105–107]. Introductionof aMgOblocking layer increased
device efficiency by preventing hole transfer fromTiO2 toCuI [108]. The lowefficiency of these devices could also
be attributed to the insufficient contact between the dye and theHTM.However, it was observed that dyeswith
thiocyanate ligands canbe strongly bound toCuIfilms, improving contact and therefore, device efficiency [109].
Furthermodification of theCulHTMand the counter electrodewith guanidine thiocyanate enhanced device
performance, reaching device efficiency of 7.4% [110, 111].

CuSCNwas investigated as an alternative toCuI, as it could offer higher stability [47, 101]. However, CuSCN
suffers from lowhole conductivity which necessitatesmaterial engineering to improve its electrical
characteristics. Dopingwith (SCN)2 led to the formation of acceptor levels below theCuSCNband gap, whereas
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inclusion of Cu(II) sites inCuSCN increased its hole conductivity, with bothmodifications resulting in
improved device performance [112, 113]. Another promising solid-stateHTM is cesium tiniodide (CsSnI3),
which demonstrates high hole conductivity and holemobility, and a band gap of 1.3 eV [47]. Since CsSnI3 can be
prepared by solution processing, it allows for good porefilling of themesoporous ETL, whereas its low band gap
improves light absorption at longer wavelengths. Its incorporation in aDSSC resulted in device efficiency of
3.72% and doping of CsSnI3with SnF2 raised the efficiency to 6.81% [47]. Through additional device
engineering, CsSnI3-basedDSSCs reached efficiency of 10.2% [114]. Furthermodifications include use of
Cs2SnI6 instead of CsSnI3, which is stable in air andmoisture, allowing for device fabrication in air [115].

OrganicHTMs offer certain benefits over inorganicmaterials, such as abundancy, low cost, and facile
preparation [47, 116]. and can be broadly classified into polymeric andmolecularHTMs [116]. PolymericHTM
polypyrrole was first implemented in aDSSC in 1997, but it performed poorly due to absorption of visible light
[117–119]. Polyanilinewas also introduced as a potential HTM, but only reached device efficiency of 1.15%
[120, 121]. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) have dominated the polymeric
HTMresearch landscape since then.While initial device efficiencies were low due to insufficient pore filling of
themesoporous TiO2, device engineering boosted efficiency to 1.3% and demonstrated good stability after
3-month storage in air [122–125]. Device efficiencies were further enhanced by addition of bis
(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) and tBP to P3HT reaching 2.7% [126, 127], as well as successful
infiltration of P3HT into TiO2 nanotubes [128]. Combination of P3HTwith [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) further increased device efficiency to 4.11% [129]. One of themost promising polymeric
HTMs is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), which is characterized byminimal absorption in the
visible part of the spectrum, good hole conductivity, and good stability at room temperature [47]. DSSCs
incorporating PEDOThave reached efficiency of 6.8% [130]. AmongmolecularHTMs, 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-
di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) is one that has shown remarkable results
[47]. It initially resulted in device efficiency of 0.74%due to charge recombination at the spiro-OMeTAD/ETL
interface [93], but through doping of thematerial with FK102 cobalt(III) complex that increased its hole
mobility, and combinationwith Y123 sensitizer, device efficiency of 7.2%was achieved [131]. Even though solid
stateHTMs showbetter long-term stability, they still lag in device efficiency in comparison to their liquid-based
counterparts, due to electrical contact issues with the rest of the device layers [47].

2.1.4. Progress on themain limitations of DSSCs
While significant improvements have beenmade in thematerials incorporated inDSSCs, there are still issues to
be resolved before the efficiency can be enhanced further. Extensive work has been done on understand and
addressing each of these.

2.1.4.1. Absorption in the near-infrared spectral region
Thefirst record efficiencies inDSSC researchwere achieved by implementation of the rutheniumN3,N719, and
blackN749 dyes. These dyes performedwell as sensitizers in the visible part of the spectrum, but failed to absorb
well in the near-infrared part of the spectrum, which, as shown infigure 3, is a significant portion of the solar

Figure 3.AM1.5 G spectrum at 1000 W m−2 and accumulated photocurrent. Reprintedwith permission from [17]. Copyright (2010)
AmericanChemical Society.
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spectrum [17, 132]. Therefore, it is imperative to develop dyes with improved response in the region of the
spectrumbeyond 900 nm to achieve high power conversion efficiencies. Tomeet this requirement, various types
of sensitizers forDSSCs have been developed.Metal complexes, including ruthenium, have been popular due to
their broad absorption spectrum. These sensitizers consist of ametal ion and ancillary ligandswith an anchoring
group, with the absorption in the visible part of the spectrum associatedwith ametal to ligand charge transfer
[17]. The ligands are tuned tomodify the properties of the sensitizer to achieve higher device performance.

RutheniumN3dye has been commonly used due to its broad absorption in the visible part of the spectrum,
leading to efficiencies of 10% [15]. Bymodifying the ligands to extend the absorption spectrum to the near-
infrared region, theN749 ‘black dye’was designed, which successfully extended IPCE to 920 nm, and resulted in
PCEof 10.4% [133, 134]. Other efforts include preparation of a rutheniumdyewith a tetradentate ligand, which
extended the absorption spectrum to 900 nm, resulting in efficiency of 5.9% [135]. Due to amodification of the
HOMOand LUMO levels of the dye, improved spectral response was achieved, resulting in device efficiency of
8.7% [136]. Introduction of thiophene ligands was observed to alter the energy levels of the dye, red-shifting the
absorption spectrum [17]. Therefore, this lead to a 10 nm red shift of the absorption, and a device efficiency of
9.5%,when themodifiedN719was implemented [137]. Othermetal complexes were also investigated in the
efforts to achieve improved near-infrared absorption. By replacing the ruthenium ionwith osmium, the IPCE
spectrumwas extended to 1100 nm,whilemaintaining good device performance [138].

Porphyrins are also of significant interest in the effort to achieve good absorption in the near-infrared part of
the spectrum. They demonstrate strong absorption in the Soret band (400–450 nm) and theQ-band
(500–700 nm) [139], indicating that they can operate as panchromatic sensitizers, with effortsmade to enhance
theQ-band. Porphyrin dyes with a donor-π-acceptor structure, with porphyrin as the donor, and cyanoacrylic
acid as the acceptor, can be tuned through various thiophene derivatives which act as theπ bridge and can be
used to enhance the absorption of the dye [17, 140]. Such a dyewas used to achieve record device efficiency of
13%with a single sensitizer, as addition of the proquinoidal benzothiadiazole resulted in broadening of the Soret
andQ-band absorption, reaching 800 nm [16]. Phthalocyanines are another type of dye that demonstrate high
absorption around 700 nm, and are thus candidates for good absorption in the near-infrared part of the
spectrum [17]. Nevertheless, these dyes suffer frompoor solubility and aggregation on the ETL surface,
necessitating the use of a co-adsorber [17]. A Zn-phthalocyanine dye has demonstratedmaximal IPCE in the
near-infrared region, but the device efficiencywas only 0.57% [141].

Extensive work has also been done on this front on organic dyes, as they also possess a donor-π-acceptor
structure, whichmakes tuning of their absorption spectra easy [17]. Vinylene units were introduced into
coumarin sensitizers to extend their absorption spectrum, producing dyes characterized by broad red-shifted
absorption, due to a shift of theHOMO level to higher energy, and resulting in device efficiency of 6% [17, 142].
Device performance based on coumarin dyes was enhanced by introduction of thiophene units, as vinylene units
proved problematic for dye aggregation, achieving efficiency of up to 8.1% [17, 143]. Furthermore, addition of
more cyanate groups to theπ bridge of the dye resulted in additional extension of the absorption spectrum [144].
Indoline dyes showed a broader absorption spectrum after incorporation of a rhodamine framework, reaching
efficiency of 9.5% after optimization of the dye structure and accompanying ETL [145–147]. One of the highest
near-infrared IPCE values for organic dyes of donor-π-acceptor structurewas achieved using a
tetrahydroquinoline dye, throughmodification to separate the anchoring and acceptor group, resulting in
device efficiency of 3.7% [148]. The broadest IPCE spectrumof organic dye-basedDSSCs reached 920 nmand
was achieved by incorporation of a phenoxazine dyewith a thienylπ bridge and a corhodanine acceptor [149].
Other organic dyes that have been engineered for red-shifted absorption includeN,N-dialkylaniline dyes which
reached 6.8%efficiency [150, 151], squaraine dyes which show good absorption in the near-infrared region
[17, 152], and boradiazaindacene dye, which has a near-infrared absorption spectrum (600–800 nm) and
produced a device of 1.7% efficiency [153].

Despite the extensive work that has been done on this aspect ofDSSCs, an optimum sensitizer that can cover
the entire solar spectrumhas not been fabricated yet, althoughmixing of different sensitizers has been
implemented in devices with impressive results [18, 57]. It has been estimated that by extending the absorption
spectrum to 920 nm, PCEof 19% can be achieved [154].

2.1.4.2. Leakage inDSSCs
While themost efficient devices yet have been fabricatedwith liquid electrolytes [16, 57], the use of liquid
electrolytes faces issues associatedwith leakage of the solvent and subsequent instability of the photovoltaic
performance of the device, inhibiting commercialization ofDSSCs [47]. This encouraged research into
alternativematerials for hole transport and dye regeneration, which resulted in solid-stateDSSCs, but despite
demonstrating good stability, they suffer from reduced efficiency due to low conductivity and poor porefilling,
and therefore poor electrical contact, of themesoporous ETL [47].Workwas also done to develop quasi-solid
electrolytes, such as polymers [155, 156], and gels [157], but, like solid-stateHTMs, they are also plagued by
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reduced transfer rates of the redox species because of the increasedmaterial viscosity and poor contact with
the electrodes,meaning that device efficiency of devices incorporating quasi-solid electrolytes remains below
(8%–9%) that ofDSSCs preparedwith liquid electrolytes [47, 158]. This issue has not been resolved yet, but
advances are constantly beingmade towards achievingmore stableDSSCs.

2.1.4.3. Photo-bleaching inDSSCs
DSSC stability is not only due to leakage and evaporation of the liquid electrolyte, but also limited by degradation
of the electrolyte under long-term irradiation by sunlight, and in particular, ultraviolet (UV) light [51]. The ETL,
commonly TiO2, absorbsUV light to form excitons, and the photogenerated holesmight react with any other
component that is not the iodide, leading to a depletion of triiodide in the device, which hinders the proper
operation of the device [159–161]. The lack of redox couples in the device has further implications on the dye
stability. As the dye is not reduced, it could react with other elements in the device, producing new species are
cannot be used for generation of charges [159]. This has been observed to lead to a significant drop in short-
circuit current. Nevertheless, this effect is initially negligible in a full device until the concentration of redox
species is significantly quenched, and only a reduction of open-circuit voltage is observed that is associatedwith
reduction of redox species in the electrolyte [159]. Efforts to improve the stability of the electrolyte underUV
irradiation include incorporation ofUV filters [51, 162], as well as electrolyte additives which can enhance its
stability, such asMgI2 andCaI2 [162].MgI2 appears to performbest for this purpose, and themechanismbehind
the improvement is still unclear, although it could be the formation of aMgO surface layer which prevents the
reactions between the ETL and the electrolyte, or the reduction of the holes in the ETL by the iodide [162].
Nevertheless, this is another key issue that needs to be addressed beforeDSSCs can reach the stability level
suitable for commercial devices.

2.2.Quantumdot-sensitized solar cells
QDSSCs operatemuch likeDSSCs. In these devices, the sensitizer layer now consists of quantumdots (QDs)
instead of a dye, on amesoporous semiconductor which serves as the ETL, such as TiO2 or ZnO [163, 164]. The
solar cell is completed by the electrolyte orHTM, and the counter electrode. As outlined infigure 4, when
sunlight is incident on theQDSSC, theQDswill absorb light to generate electron–hole pairs. The electrons are
then transferred from the conduction band of theQD to the conduction band of the ETL, and the holes are
transferred to the electrolyte/HTM,which is typicallymade of polysulfides. The oxidized electrolyte is then
reduced to its original state by electrons re-entering the cell from the external circuit [163, 165]. The open-circuit
voltage is determined by the difference between the fermi level of theQD/ETL system and the redox potential of
the electrolyte, whereas the produced current is controlled by the sensitizing ability of theQDs and the efficiency
of electron separation and extraction [163, 166]. QDSSCs have become an attractive alternative toDSSCs due to
ease of fabrication, tunable spectral properties allowing for tandem architectures, improved stability overDSSCs
as they can formbetter junctionswith solid stateHTMs, and the potential ofmultiple exciton generation by
impact ionization that could increase the theoretical limit in efficiency to 44% [163–165, 167–169]. The current
best efficiency recorded forQDSSCs is 11.61% [170], andwhile significant enhancements have been achieved in
the past few years, the record efficiency is still below the record efficiency ofDSSCs [165].

2.2.1. Size tunable properties
Implementation ofQDs offers a variety of benefits over dyes as sensitizers in a solar cell. Perhaps their biggest
benefit is the ability to tune their spectral properties easily by varying the diameter of theQD, due to quantization
effects present. Bymodifying the energy levels of theQDs, light absorption and electron injection can be tailored
tomatch the needs of the solar cell [171, 172], whereas generation ofmultiple excitons by a single photon and
hot electrons offer newpossibilities for enhancement of device performance [171, 173].

Figure 4. (a)QDs onTiO2 nanoparticles, (b) operating principle of aQDSSC [165]. CommonQD sensitizers include CdS, CdSe,
CdTe, PbS. Reprintedwith permission from [165]. Copyright (2009)AmericanChemical Society.
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GoodQDSSCoperation requires that the conduction band of theQD sensitizer be higher than the
conduction band of the ETL for efficient electron transfer between the two, as the offset provides the driving
force for charge transfer [163, 171].While the open circuit voltage of the device is independent of the size of the
QDs used in the sensitizer, as demonstrated infigure 5(a), the device photocurrent is directly correlated to the
properties of theQDs [171]. It has been observed that smallerQDs result in higher photocurrent due to the
higher conduction band as shown infigure 5(b), implying that a larger driving force will be available for electron
injection to the ETL [171, 174]. However, decreasingQD size is also associatedwithmore limited response in the
visible part of the spectrum as shown infigure 5(c) [171].

The emission decay of CdSe/TiO2 electrodes was used to estimate electron transfer constants through
measurement of the recombination rate constants [170, 171]. Exponential decaymodels were implemented to
extract emission lifetimes, and it was observed that for smaller nanoparticles, shorter electron transfer constants
are obtained [171]. Furthermore, therewas no apparent difference between theQDs onTiO2 nanoparticles and
TiO2 nanotubes, indicating that themorphology of the ETL does not influence the charge injection process. This
further supports the evidence that photocurrent is dominated byQDproperties. IPCEwas also seen to improve
with smallerQDs, establishing that since they possess amore energetic excited state, their electron injection rate
is higher. Themorphology of the ETLbecomes important where open-circuit voltage is concerned. As seen in
figure 5(a), the photo-voltage of the solar cell decaysmore slowly after illumination stops for the TiO2 nanotube
substrate, which is direct indication that the electrons injected in the TiO2 have a longer lifetime before
recombination, hence the tubular structure can be used tominimize losses at grain boundaries [163, 171].
Therefore, both smaller and largerQDs offer different benefits for the solar cell and its operation. Thus, a
tandem structure (‘rainbow’ configuration) has been proposed forQDSSCs, whichwould leverage benefits from
both small and largeQDs [163, 171]. A gradient assembly ofQDs of various sizes could be used, inwhich small
QDswould absorb light of higher energy, allowing longer wavelengths to be transmitted and eventually be
absorbed by largerQDs below them. Thiswould utilize the fast electron injection of small QDs and high
absorption of largeQDs at the same time [171].

This concept has also encouraged research into alloyedQDswhichwould combine the beneficial properties
of variousmaterials to fabricateQDs that aremost suitable forQDSSCs [163, 175]. This has led to the
preparation of the champion device with 11.61% certified efficiency, which used 4 nmZn-Cu-In-SeQDs as
sensitizers and combined absorption onset of 1000 nmand fast electron injection rate of 9.1×1010 s−1 [170].

2.2.2. Stability improvement
Anothermajor benefit ofQD sensitizers is the potentially higher stability ofQDs in oxygen andwater, in
comparison tomolecular dyes [176].While originally the iodide/triiodide couple was implemented inQDSSCs
aswell, it was observed to be detrimental toQDswhichwere unstable in this electrolyte [163, 165]. Instead, the
sulfide/polysulfide systemwas implemented as redox couple, with good results [177]. Nevertheless, this has
shown issues with low open-circuit voltage due to the high redox potential of the polysulfide electrode, and
various techniques to address this issue have been used, including adjusting the concentration of the redox
couple, changing the solvent composition, and incorporating additives [178–181]. However, the inability of the
polysulfide electrolyte to scavenge holes fromQDs efficiently has been a source of device instability, as theQDs
oxidize and subsequently degrade [175]. This has encouraged research into alternative electrodematerials,
which resulted in improved devicefill factor and enhanced stability [165, 175, 182]. Suchmaterials includeCu2S
or Au, instead of the typical Pt. Furthermore, QDswith enhanced stability have been engineered to address this

Figure 5. (a)Open-circuit voltage for TiO2 nanoparticles/3 nmCdSeQDs andTiO2 nanotubes/3 nmCdSeQDs, (b) photocurrent of
TiO2 nanoparticles/CdSeQDs of various sizes, (c) absorption spectra of CdSeQDs of various sizes. Reprintedwith permission from
[171]. Copyright (2008)AmericanChemical Society.
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issue. AlloyedQDs are observed to demonstrate increased stability in the polysulfide environment in
comparison toQDs preparedwith the constituentmaterials [175, 183].

LikeDSSCs,QDSSCs also face instability issues due to leakage of the liquid electrolyte [170]. Research efforts to
implement quasi-solid and solid-state electrolytes inQDSSCs, such as ionic liquids, gels, hydrogels, spiro-OMeTAD,
andP3HThavemetwith great success [184–188].QDSSCwith a gel electrolyte combinedwithCdSexTe1−xQDshas
demonstrated power efficiency of 9.21% [189], whereas a devicewithCuSQDs andP3HThasproducedPCEof
8.07% [190].QD-sensitizedETLs appear to formbetter junctionswith solid-state electrolytes as compared to
dye-sensitizedETLs, as the thinner layer of sensitizer alleviates the issue of insufficient penetrationof the solid-state
electrolyte into the sensitizer/ETL structure that is commonly seen inDSSCs [164, 191]. Consequently,more stable
solid-state devices are feasiblewhenQDs areused as the light harvestingmedium, insteadof dyes.

2.2.3. Loading onmesoporous ETLs
Another bottleneckQDSSCsmust overcome before the PCE can be enhanced is the poor loading ofQDs on the
mesoporous or nanostructured ETL. This has been associatedwith enhanced recombination of photogenerated
excitons inQDs at the interface, thereby limiting device efficiency [191, 192]. Different techniques to prepare
and deposit QDs on the ETL have been developed, including techniques thatQDs are grown in situ and ex situ
[193–195]. The former encompasses techniques such as chemical bath deposition, which is a fast and easy
process [163, 193], as well as successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR), which allows easy tuning of
QD sizes [163, 194]. QDs grown ex situ are deposited onto the ETLwith the aid ofmolecular linkers to enable
attachment of theQDs to themetal oxide ETL [163, 195]. Othermethods include electrodeposition [196], spray
pyrolysis deposition [197], and pulsed layer deposition [198].

Work has been done to optimize these techniques and find experimental conditions for optimum loading of
QDs on the ETL. In the case ofQDs grown ex situ, mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and cysteine have been
identified as goodmolecular linkers for attachment tometal oxides [199, 200]. It was observed that as coverage
of the ETL increased, the IPCEwas initially enhanced, before reaching some threshold value after which it
started decreasing, whichwas attributed to enhanced recombination of photogenerated charge carriers brought
on by aggregation ofQDs as the electronsmust now transfer acrossQD/QD interfaces before reaching themetal
oxide [200]. However, the amount ofQDs that cause the decline in IPCE is dependent on themolecular linker
used, indicating that the choice of linker is influencing the electron transfer process [200, 201]. Similar trends
have also been observed in samples withQDs deposited by SILARorCBD [202–205]. These depositionmethods
also result in the growth of largerQDs as the quantity ofQDs increases. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) has been
suggested as an alternativemethod for in situ growth ofQDs that does not suffer from the same problem [192].
This is another aspect inwhich smallerQDs appear to be superior. TheQDSSCwith record PCEwas obtained
with 4 nmQDs, and the authors have attributed the high efficiency partially to the improved coverage of the
TiO2 ETL due to the smallQD size [170]. The small diameterQDs reduce the blocking effect observed otherwise,
allowing theQDs to penetrate through the ETL [175, 206, 207].

2.2.4. Quantum yield of charge injection
Another common issue observed inQDSSCs is poor quantumyield of electron and hole injection into the
respective adjacent layers. This has been associatedwith trap state defects inQDswhich result in charge
recombination [170, 206, 208, 209]. It has been found that deposition of a 2–3 nm thin ZnS layer on the
photoanode improved device performance as it passivated surface traps and prevented electron injection to the
HTM [165, 204, 210], whereas alloyedQDs could be engineered tominimize the amount of surface traps
[170, 211, 212]. The choice of passivating ligands onQD-sensitizedmetal oxides has enhanced internal quantum
efficiency of photon-to-electron conversion to∼100%,matching that ofDSSCs [213]. Furthermore, use of small
QDs increases the difference between excited state ofQDand ETL conduction band, providing a larger driving
force for electron injection, and leading to higher IPCE [171]. Deposition on nanostructured TiO2 (nanotubes)
was also observed to enhance electron injection as it reduced recombination losses observed at grain boundaries
of TiO2 nanoparticles [171]. QDSSCs additionally offer the potential of leveraging impact ionization occurring
inQDs, whichwould result in two ormore excitons formingwith a single photon, as well as hot electron transfer
[163, 214, 215].Work done on this front has resulted in impressive outcomes, with absorbed photon-to-current
efficiency of PbSQD-sensitized TiO2 exceeding 100% [214].

2.3. Colloidal QD solar cells
Thefirst example of a solar cell employing colloidalQDs for both light harvesting and charge transportwasmade
in 2005, using amixture of PbSQDs and a conjugated polymer poly[2-methoxy-5-(2′-ethylhexyloxy-p-
phenylenevinylene)] (MEH-PPV), which served asHTM [215]. However, the efficiency of these deviceswas
limited by poor electron transport and after significant enhancements in the conductivity ofQDfilms, the active
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layerwas prepared byPbSQDsonly, whichwas found to enhance charge carrier extraction from the active layer
[216]. These devices were built as Schottky cells, as the semiconducting active layer (PbS) formed a rectifying
junctionwith a lowwork functionmetal and the operating procedure is outlined infigure 6(a) [217].Metals used
for this purpose included aluminum, calcium,magnesium, silver, and gold. The best device efficiency achieved
with such an architecturewas 5.2% [218]. Nevertheless, the device performance is limited by the Fermi level at the
interfacewhich limits the open-circuit voltage,whereas illumination from the non-rectifying side of the device
was required,whichmeant that internal quantumefficiencywas lowas thiswas far from the junction [217, 219].

These limitations led to thedevelopment of depletedheterojunction colloidalQDsolar cells, inwhich a p-type
monolayer of colloidalQDs is deposited onawide band gap semiconductor, typically n-type,withTiO2 andZnO
being commonchoices [217, 220]. The devicewas completedwith depositionof a dopedmetal oxideHTMand a
metal contact, and the device operation is shown infigure 6(b). This device architecture allowed illumination close
to the interface, and charge carriers in the colloidalQDmonolayer are drivenby drift currents. This device structure
yielded recorddevice efficiency of 13.43%withuse ofCsPbI3QDs in thedevice structure shown infigures 7(a) and
(b) [217, 221]. The performance of these devices is limited by short charge carrier transport lengths in theQDfilm,
as enough thickness is necessary for light absorption,with adverse effects on charge carrier transport.

This limitation encouraged the development of bulkheterojunction colloidalQDsolar cells, inwhich then-type
semiconductor and the colloidalQDfilm are combined in an interpenetrating layer to ensure that photogenerated
excitons are formed close to the interface [217]. Unfortunately, this suffered from increased recombination,
reducing the photo-voltage.Morework is being done to enhance the performance of colloidalQDsolar cells, which
ranges frommaterial and ligandmodifications, to band engineering andpassivation, aswill be discussed below.

2.3.1. Pb-basedQD solar cells
Pb-basedQDs, in particular PbS andPbSe, have been very popular choices as sensitizers in colloidal QD solar
cells. PbSQDswere used both in the first case of colloidal QD solar cells, as well as high efficiency colloidal QD
solar cells reaching 8.55%, because of their excellent absorption properties, which can be tuned from800 to

Figure 6.Device operation of: (a) Schottky colloidal QD solar cell, and (b) depleted heterojunction colloidal QD solar cell. Reprinted
with permission from [220]. Copyright (2010)AmericanChemical Society.

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of the solar cell structure, (b) scanning electronmicroscopy images of the device. Reprinted/adapted from
[221]. ©TheAuthors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AmericanAssociation for theAdvancement of Science. Distributed
under aCreative CommonsAttributionNonCommercial License 4.0. (CCBYNC).
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2000 nm [222–224]. Furthermore, PbSQDs demonstrate good air stability, which has been a challenge for
colloidal QD solar cells. PbSeQDs have also been implemented in solar cells with impressive results, and both
PbS and PbSe have demonstratedmultiple exciton generation resulting in internal quantum efficiency that
exceeded 100%, proving thatQD-based solar cells could reach high efficiencies, beyond that ofDSSCs
[214, 225]. Hot electron transfer fromPbSeQDfilms to TiO2 has also been observed, which can be additionally
leveraged for high efficiency devices [226].

Since one of themajor limitations of colloidal QD solar cells is charge transport within theQD layer, the
conduction characteristics ofmaterials such as PbSe, PbS, andCdSeQDfilmswere investigated to elucidate the
processes occurring during device operation. It was found that after exciton dissociation, charge carrier
transport occurs through phonon-assisted hopping between the energy levels inQDs, contrary to earlier claims
of band-like conductivity [227, 228]. PbS and PbSeQDfilms have been shown to possess good electrical
properties, with PbSeQDfilms reachingmobilities of 7 cm2 V−1 s−1 after treatmentwith passivation and
infilling [229], whichwill be re-visited in the next sections.

2.3.2. Improving drift of carriers
The charge carriers inside theQDfilm are driven by drift currents generated by the electric field in the device
[217]. Since carrier transport is belowoptimal, improvements are needed to enhance the drift of carriers. Efforts
have been focused on band engineering and ligandmodification to improve charge transport.

Ligandmodification has proven key in controlling the electrical properties ofQD films. Use of ethanedithiol
(EDT)molecules to assist infilm fabrication has demonstrated improvement in carriermobility, associatedwith
reduced inter-particle spacing [230, 231]. But owing to the vulnerability of organic ligands, inorganic ligands
were developed to enhance electronic transport and passivate surface defects [232].Metal chalcogenide
complexes were found to result in electronmobilities of 16 cm2 V−1 s−1 inCdSeQDs [233], whereas atomic
ligand passivation produced a PbSQDdevice with efficiency of 6% in thefirst attempt to fabricate a photovoltaic
device with inorganic ligands [232]. In this device, the PbSQDswere cappedwith oleic acid ligands when
synthesized, with thiol treatments removing the oleic acid and passivating theQDs through a Pb–-S bond
[232, 234]. The PbSQDswere then treated inCdCl2, tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA), and oleylamine (OLA),
which improved sized distribution, stability, and reduced defects. Finally, the filmwas treatedwith either
cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide (CTAB), hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (HTAC), or
tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI) to generate halide-passivated PbSQDfilms.

Apart from ligandmodification, band engineering has also been very useful in improving electrical transport
in colloidal QD solar cells, involving tuning of the band alignment between the colloidal QDfilm and the ETL to
favor electron injection into the ETL [217]. This has also led to the concept of quantum funnels, essentially the
preparation of graded band gap using fiveQD layers and leveraging the fact that carriers will end up in the layer
with the smallest band gap. This has resulted in improved fill factor, open-circuit voltage, and short-circuit
current [217, 235, 236]. In addition, graded doping architectures have been used to improve device efficiency
[237]. The dopant can be used to tune the conduction band edge and band bending at interfaces, with ligands
such as 3-mercaptobutyric acid and EDTused to dope PbSQD films, showing impressive results and leading to
record efficiencies [224, 235]. Other efforts have included doping of themetal oxide used as ETL, incorporating
impurities in TiO2 andmagnesiumdoping of ZnO, to achieve optimal band offset [238, 239].

2.3.3. Infilling
Another approach to address the limitedmobility and conductivity demonstrated by colloidal QDfilms is
infillingwithmetal oxides. Deposition of Al2O3 andZnO via ALD tofill the pores of PbSeQD filmswas observed
to reduce the inter-QD tunnel barriers, enhancing carriermobility [240, 241]. Enhanced conductivity and
carriermobility was also observed after infilling of CdSeQDfilmswith ZnO [242]. ALD appears to be the
optimum technique for deposition of the infillingmaterial as it can uniformly coat structures characterized by
high aspect ratio, and inwork done on infilling a PbSeQD filmwith amorphous Al2O3, high chargemobility was
achieved (7 cm2 V−1 s−1), due to passivation of theQD surface trap states, as well as strong electronic coupling of
the sodium sulfide ligands [229]. Furthermore, infilling of a PbSeQD filmwithAl2O3 or Al2O3/ZnOwas
observed to result inmultiple exciton generation in theQDs, whichwas not observed in the non-filled films,
providing additionalmotivation for infilling [243]. This is a consequence of the enhanced chargemobility in the
infilled filmswhich reduces the possibility of Auger recombination of charges.

2.3.4. Surface passivation
Since the presence of defects hinders charge carrier transport through theQDfilm and enhances the possibility of
charge recombination before they reach their respective contacts, surface passivation to eliminate these trap states
can be a useful tool in improving device performance [227]. This canbe achieved throughdifferent techniques,
with ligandpassivationbeing a commonmethod. Itwas observed that PbSQDfilms thatwere treatedwith
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3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA)demonstrated improved device performance as compared to oleic acid or EDT,
associatedwith superior passivation of defects, leading to highermobility andminority carrier transport [244].
Infilling is also used to yield improved device stabilitywhich is achieved through surface passivation, as it prevents
oxidation andphotothermal degradation ofQDs exposed to ambient conditions [229, 240, 243].

Surface passivation is achieved by exposure of PbSeQDs to chlorine gas, as it results in a thin PbCl2 layer
which passivates theQDs and prevents oxidation [245]. PbCl2 can also be used as a precursor for PbSeQDs to
create a passivating thin PbCl2 layer [246, 247], or alternatively, treatment of PbSeQDswithNH4Cl can produce
a thin PbCl2 layer [248]. In addition, cation exchange techniques have been used to introducemetal cations post-
synthesis and enable implementation of techniques used for Cd structures to be used in Pb structures that can
ultimately be used to improve carrier transport and reduction of trap states [249, 250]which has been used to
passivate PbSeQD films and eventually produce air-stable devices [250].

Whilemany improvements are needed in terms of device stability, conductivity, and performance, colloidal
QD solar cells have demonstrated impressive improvements in efficiency since their inception in 2005, reaching
efficiencies close to those ofDSSCs [221], showing that they are a very promising photovoltaic technology.

2.4. Nanowires
Amongnanostructures being actively researched for solar cells, nanowires (NWs)with high aspect ratios and
length of 100 nmormore have shown remarkable improvement in PCE compared to their bulk counterparts.
Solar cells based onNWshave seen rapid increase in efficiencywith PCE values as high as 17% [251, 252], while
keeping production costs low.NWs are passive towards impurities present in the bulk, and hence can be
fabricated frombulkmaterialswith lower purity, reducing the cost [253]. They help in efficient light
management in solar cells through twomainmethods: (a) by providing spectrally selective improved scattering
of light and increased absorption through resonantmodes [254–261] and (b) by enhancing charge carrier
dynamics through increased efficiency of charge carrier generation and collection [253, 262]. Further, theoretical
limit forNWsolar cells can reach up to 42% [263], though somehave argued that such high performance cannot
be attained due to contact and surface recombination [264]. Silicon [258, 265–267] and III–Vmaterials [251,
268–271] are themost commonly studied solar cells possessingNWmorphology, although othermaterials have
been studied aswell [272]. However, they still have PCE significantly lower than their bulk counterparts and are
far from reaching large scale production capabilities. Here, we discuss some key concepts ofNWsolar cells.

2.4.1. Efficient lightmanagement
Scattering of light inNWs is described in terms of wave optics and depends onNWdiameter, length, pitch and
slant angle [270, 273, 274]. Bywarrying these parameters it is possible to improve scattering and absorption
within amaterial compared to its bulk counterpart. It is also important to remember that the dependence of
these parameters varywith differentmaterials due to differences in their electronic band structure and dielectric
properties. Li et al used simulations based on full wavefinite elementmethod to show that the hexagonally
arranged Si nanopillars with pitch and diameter lying close to 600 nmand 500 nm respectively has increased
absorption compared to thinfilmswith the same amount ofmaterial [275].

Apart from light scattering, the presence of guided leaky resonantmodes are also responsible for increased
absorption in nanowires [274, 276].Multiple studies using analytical waveguide theory have shown that the
resonance position of thesemodes areminimally perturbed from a singleNW to sparsely spaced III–VNWarray
[274, 277], while near field coupling between neighboringNWs is significant in Si NWs [278, 279]. Calculation
fromAnttu et al showed that thesemodes had strong diameter dependence andweak dependence on pitch and
length in InPNWswithminimal absorption below 100 nmdiameter andmaximumat 170 and 410 nm
respectively [274]. The increase in absorption at these diameters is due to the strong excitation ofHE11 (170 nm)

Figure 8. Schematic of the simulation setup used byAnttu et al for InPnanowires. The substrate is of infinite thickness and the space
between thewire isfilledwith air (a)Absorbance spectra for nanowires of pitch 680 nmand length 2000 nmanddiameter—100 nm
(i), 177 nm (ii), 221 nm (iii), and 441 nm (iv). The light is incident normal to the surface. Reproducedwith permission from [274], OSA.
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andHE22 (410 nm)modes by incident light followed by strong absorption by theNWs. The design of the
simulation alongwith results of which are shown infigure 8. In addition, Dhindsa et al reported that smaller
NWshave low absorption at longer wavelengths irrespective of packing density [280], further confirming the
dependence of nanowire diameter on performance.

2.4.2. Charge carrier dynamics
Another important property ofNWs is the ability to separate charge carriers near the p–n junction.NWshave
significant advantages over bulkmaterials as the charge carries have to transversemuch smaller distances
compared to their diffusion lengths,minimizing losses due to scattering and radiative recombination [281, 282].
Someof the important parameters that determine electrical properties ofNWsolar cells are doping concentration,
geometry and surface passivation. In III–VNWs, crystal structure also seem toplay an important role in charge
separation [264]. Since III–V’s can exist in zinc blend andwurzite crystal structure or predominantly as amixture
of the two, such twophase systems can act as scatterers and trap states for radiative recombination [283, 284].

Incorporation of dopants during the growth step on nanowires to create p and n type semiconductor is
another important parameter determining the electrical properties of nanowires [285]. In vapor–liquid–solid
(VLS), which is themost common growthmethod for SiNWs, the dopants are introduced as vapor precursors
[285].While the effective incorporation of dopants during growth is still being investigated, the present
understanding is that the dopants enter via the seed particle-nanowire interface [285]. In 2009,Nduwimana et al
usedfirst principle density functional theory to show charge carrier densities in p and n type doped Si nanowires
[286]. Further,Murthy et alused time resolvedmeasurements to show efficient charge carrier separation in Si
NWs by having a radial doping gradient [287]. Similar ultrafast charge carrier dynamics studies were also done
onGaAs [288] and InP [288, 289]NWs to understand the effect of doping. Some of the recent research on the
properties ofNWs include charge separation inVLS grown axial nanowires [290], effect ofNb doping and
oxygen vacancy centers in TiO2 [291] andZnO [291–294] respectively.

2.4.3. Devicemeasurements
Due to limitations in fabrication, evenwith extensive theoretical and experimental study on nanowire optical
enhancements and electric properties, it was tough to achieve similar results with device performance [295]. But
towards the second half of the last decade,multiple experimental groups havemade progress in fabricating
structures with results in agreement with theoretical predictions. An image of aworking device alongwith its J–V
characteristics are shown infigure 9.

Figure 9. (a) SEM image of the solar cell device. Scale bar 500 nm (b) Schematic representation of the nanowire solar cell device
showing different parts of the device (c)Opticalmicroscope image of the solar cell. Scale bar 0.5 mm.The red and the green boxes
represent the full device and active area respectively. (d) J–V characteristics of the device at 1 Sun (AM1.5G) showing PCE,Voc,fill
factor and Jsc. The external quantum efficiency spectra of the device from2250 to 1000 nm [251]. Reprintedwith permission from
[251]. Copyright (2016)AmericanChemical Society.
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Some of the nanowire fabricating techniques will be discussed in brief in the following section, prior to
whichwe need to look the two designs inwhichwe can fabricate a nanowire p–n junction. p–n junction
nanowires can be fabricated in both radial and axial direction as shown infigure 10.

In 2012, it was shown experimentally that radial designs aremuch less prone to surface defect compared to
axial designs thoughboth are capable ofmaintaining aVoc greater than0.7 V [296]. Itwas further confirmed that
axial designing ofGaAs exhibits large leakage current under backward bias [297]. A radial p–n junction is also ideal
for orthogonalizationof light absorption and charge carrier collection [281]. However, fabricating a radialNW
heterostructure requires precise latticematching steps and brings up the production costs, while axial designs are
passive to any such latticemismatch strains. Someof the earlierwork on coaxial nanowires in 2007 achieved a
quantumefficiency of 12%at 690 nm incident light [265] and aPCEof 3.4% in a coaxial p–i–n coaxial silicon solar
cell [258].However, one of thefirst radial p–n junction solar cells reported aPCEof 12.2% [298] followedby a
current density of 40 mA cm−2 in radial Si p–i–nnanowire solar cell [299].More recently, a hybrid solar cell of Si
nanowires andPEDOT:PSS showed a PCEof 13.2% [300]. Apart fromSi, there have been various experimental
realizations of III–Vnanowire solar cells. In 2013, radial GaAsnanopillar solar cells with 70%quantumefficiencies
and63%fill factorswere reported [301]. Even though axial designhas a disadvantage over radial design, someof
the highest recorded efficiencies have been reported for axial nanowires. AxialGaAs nanowire solar cells in 2015
demonstrated a record efficiency of 15.3% [269] inwell over the previous highest value of 13.8% in InPnanowire
solar cells [302]. This valuewas exceeded in coaxial InPNWswith the help of self-alignednanoparticleswhich
helped in improved absorption,with a reported a PCEvalue of 17.8% [251]. Similar highperformance solar cells
have also been reported forCdS [303–305], ZnO [306, 307], Cu2O [306] andmore recently, for perovskite
nanowires [271]. Research has also begun into taperedNWstructures like nanocones [308] and dual-diameter
tandemNWsolar cells [309]. Such structures help reduce reflectancewhilemaximizing effective absorption.

2.4.4. Fabrication techniques
For the realization of efficient lightmanagement and enhancedPCE innanowire solar cells, it is of paramount
importance to develop low cost, precise and reproducible fabrication routes. In the sectionwewill look at different
growthmethods employed for nanowires (mostly Si and III–V’s). Since several detailed reviews onnanowire
growths are available [310–313], the discussion is intended as a brief overviewwith some recent advancesmade.

VLSmethod is a growthmechanism in 1Dmaterials known for thanmore than 50 years [314] and is themost
common technique used for the growthof Si andother semiconductor nanowires. They are cheap and can grow
single crystal nanowireswith high crystallinity [281, 282]. The process involves passing a vapor of the precursors
on a substratewith a solid seed nanoparticle, generally gold, at very high temperatures (500 °C–1000 °C)
[315, 316] in the presence of a liquid catalyst. The liquid catalyst is formedduring the initial phase, when the
precursors dissociate to formametal-nanoparticle droplet, that on further addition of dissociated precursor,
leads to nucleation sites at its surface. SiH4, disilane, SiH2 and SiCl4 are themost commonly used source gasses for
Si [317]. In 2009, growth ofGaAs nanowireswas demonstrated viaVLS in a gas sourcemolecular beam epitaxial
system [295]. Another advantage ofVLS is the ease of growing p–nheterostructures by passing different doping
gases alongwith the source gases.One of the earlier uses ofVLS growthmechanismwas to grow Si nanowires
using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique [316]. They further demonstrated patterned growthof
nanowires usingAu colloidal seed particles. CVD [315, 316] andmolecular beamepitaxy techniques [318, 319]
are two of the common fabrication routes that uses VLSmechanism for aligned single crystalline growth of
nanowires. The 17.8%efficiency reported in nanowireswere grownusingVLS [251]. However, itmust be noted
thatmultiple other factors like plasmonic enhancement played an important role in the high efficiency reported.

Metal organic chemical vapor epitaxy (MOVPE ) is predominantly used for III–Vnanowire growth as initial
results of GaAs nanowire solar cell grownusingVLS showed very low efficiencies, less than 1% [295]. Though

Figure 10. Schematic representation of axial (a) and radial (b) p–n junction geometries in nanowire solar cells.
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multiple reports on InP nanowire growth usingMOVPE existed [320–323], thefirst InP nanowire solar cell,
based on themethodwas reported in 2009, and showed an impressive PCEof 3.37% [324]. In the case of GaAs, it
was not until 2012, that an impressive PCE of 2.54%was reported in densely packed uniformGaAs nanowires
[301]. Further, the same group improved on the efficiency to 6.63% in 2013 [325] bymaking use of surface
passivation techniques. Since then,multiple reports showing high efficiencies inGaAs [252, 268] InP [251, 302]
have been reported. TheMOCVE technique involves a combination of electron beam lithography and vapor
epitaxy to grownanowires of uniform thickness and shape [301]. Thefirst step involves deposition of
lithographically patterned SiO2maskwith an array of holes onto a p-type substrate of the nanowirematerial.
This is followed by chemical vapor epitaxial growth of the nanowire though the etched out holes, followed by
growing the n-type shell on the p-type nanowires, by varying the growth conditions. The process involves
elevated temperatures in the range of 600 °C–800 °C. Figure 11 shows InAs nanowires gownusingMOVPE.

Most of the growth techniquesmentioned above are basedonbottom-upmethods.Many topdown synthesis
routes also exist for the fabricationof nanowires, although, challenges exist due to the need for highprecision and
throughput production. In 2005 a growth techniquewasdeveloped for single Si nanowire using aqueous electroless
etchingmethod, involving etching a Siwafer usingHFacid followedbydepositionof a-Si using disilane gas at 450 °C
[326, 327]. This synthesis techniquewasmadeuse of to test a Si nanowire solar cellwhich reported a lowefficiency of
0.5% [328]. Themost common typeofwet etching—metal assisted chemical (MAC) etching involves a noblemetal
nanoparticle covering the Siwafer followedby reactionwith an etchant [329–331]. The etchant facilitates oxidation
of the Siwafer beneath themetal and as the process progresses, the Si beneath themetal nanoparticle is etched away
forming Si nanowires [282]. Thismethod is cheap, and canbeused formass productionof isotropic nanowires. The
etching techniquewas further improveduponwith the additionof template assistedMACetching [327, 332] as
shown infigure 12.This techniqueoffers better control over density, shape and length of the nanowires.MAC
technique is still popular for the growthof nanowires and results have showncomparable solar cell efficiencies
[333, 334]. Apart fromwet etching, a number of dry etching techniques such as laser ablation [335], reactive iron
etching [336], plasma etching [337] and chemical assisted ionbeametching [338] also exist for nanowire growth.

The above discussedmethods are the common techniques for growth of nanowires, but there have also been
reports of various improvements on existing techniques to showhigh efficiencies.MOCVDwas used to report a
PCEof 8.8% in graphene/single nanowire Schottky junction solar cell [339, 340]. Nanowire solar cells with
efficient lightmanagement has the capability to outperform their bulk counterparts both in efficiency and cost.
Due to fabrications limitations,material quality and poor design they are yet to achieve efficiencies close to their
theoretical predictions. But the last few years have seen substantial improvement in nanowire solar cells and
shows great promise to improve further in the next few years.

3. Photonmanagement

In the previous sectionwe discussed howdifferent types of activematerials can help to enhance efficiencies in
solar cell technologies. Improvements of even a few percentages are considered respectful when it comes to
photovoltaics. Hence, scientists over the past few decades have started to look beyondmaterials improvements

Figure 11. SEM image ofMOVPE grown lnAs nanowires. Reprintedwith permission from [323]. Copyright (2013)American
Chemical Society.
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and focused a substantial effort on improvements through incorporation of plasmonic nanostructures
[341–343], and up- and down-conversionmaterials with the PVmedium. Enhancement in solar cell
performance can occur either through improved lightmanagement such as absorption due to localized electric
fields, or by efficient use of the solar spectrumvia hot electron injection and up/down conversion (UC/DC). In
this section, wewill briefly review the role of plasmonics andUC/DCmaterials in photovoltaic enhancement.

Plasmons are quasiparticle excitations of electrons inmetals due to interactionwith electromagneticwaves.
Such excitations are not observedwithin the bulk of thematerialwhere the plasmon and photon dispersion curve
donot intersect, however propagating plasmons are possible near the surface of themetal and are aptly called
surface plasmon resonances.Metal nanoparticles having a sizemuch smaller than thewavelength of visible light,
allowing electricfields to propagatewithin the volume and resulting inplasmon excitations that are localized on
thenanoparticle, producingwaves of collective electronoscillations called Localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPR). LSPRhavefinite lifetimes anddecay either radiatively or non-radiatively. The radiative decay leads to near
and farfiled scattering effects, while non-radiative decay leads tohot carrier generation andplasmon resonance
energy transfer (PRET). A number of reviews detailing theoretical and experimental reviews onplasmon
resonance onmetal nanoparticles such asAuandAg are available [344–348], hence in this sectionwewill not be
dwelling on the details of LSPR theory, but rather focus on its use in enhancing PVperformance.

Though surface plasmons have been studied since the 1950s [349], it was only towards the end of the 20th
century that it got amajor boost inmaterials science due to improved fabrication techniques. In 2000, the term
‘plasmonics’was coined, predicting a new class of devices based on surface plasmons [350]. Around 2004,
multiple groups in parallel demonstrated charge transfer frommetal nanoparticles to semiconductors using

Figure 12. Schematic and corresponding SEM images of ordered nanowires arrays formed throughmetal assisted chemical etching.
(a)Amono layer of silica colloidal crystal is deposited on the silicon substrate. (b) Silica crystal template is then sintered at 1273 K for
80 min followed by etching using 50:1HF to form2D array of non-close packed silica colloidal crystal. (c) Silver is deposited on the
silica through conventional vacuumvapor deposition. (d) silver coated silica is then lifted through ultra-sonication for 2–3 min to
form a 2Dmetal arrays of silver. (e)The ordered array of SI nanowires is formed from etching usingHF. The corresponding SEMmage
of each step is shown on the right side of thefigure. Reprinted from [332], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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LSPR [351–353]. This led to amajor boom in thefield of plasmonics with extensive research being carried out on
the use of this aspect in photo catalysis [354–356], drug delivery [357, 358], nanoscale wave guides [358, 359],
circuits [360–362], optical emitters and antennas [363–365]. Almost immediately, plasmonic nanostructures
(PNs)were tested for improving existing high efficiency photovoltaic technologies including silicon [366–370],
DSSC [369–373], GaAs [374, 375], and recently, even perovskite solar cells [376, 377].

3.1. Plasmonic nanoparticles based solar cells
There has been a steady increase in publishedwork on PN-based solar cells since 2006 [378]. Improvements in
performance ofDSSC, Si and perovskite solar cells on incorporation of PNs have been reported. Au andAg are
themost commonly used nanostructures in plasmonic solar cells, as their plasmon resonance wavelength lies
within the solar spectrum. Their high stability and relative ease in synthesizing anisotropic structures also aid in
incorporating them into different sensitizermaterials.Materials like Ti [379], Al [380], andCu [381, 382] have
also been testedwith reasonable success. In photovoltaics, PNs aremainly used in different configurations
alongside the activematerial of a solar cell as shown infigure 13 [341]. They improve the performance of the
solar cell through (a) enhanced absorption due tomultiple scatteringmechanisms (b) enhancement charge
carrier separation from localized high electric fields (c)Plasmon assisted hot electron injection and (d)PRET
between the activematerial using plasmonic nanostructures. The schematics of thesemechanisms can be seen in
figure 14 [342].Wewill discuss thesemechanisms in detail in the following subsections.

3.1.1. Enhanced scattering in plasmonic solar cells

3.1.1.1. Far field scattering
For enhanced far-field scattering, themetal nanoparticle is generally placed in the front side of the device, at the
interface between air/dielectric and the activematerial.Mertz et al had shown that although light scattering is
symmetrical in a uniformmedium,when placed at an interface, there is preferential scattering towards the
material with higher permittivity [383]. This in turn increases the optical path length of solar radiation due to
angular dispersion and total internal reflection resulting in enhanced absorption. Additionally, the scattered
light can encounter nearby nanostructures, additionally increasing the percentage of trapped light. It is also
important to note that the scattering cross section of the nanoparticle can bemuch bigger than its physical cross
section, thus reducing the amount of nanoparticle required [341].

Shape, size and dielectricmedium are key factors that lets you tune scattering cross section and LSPR
frequency of themetal nanoparticle [373, 384–386]. Since scattering cross section scale as the square of the
volume, and ohmic losses is proportion to the volume, larger Ag andAunanoparticles are preferred for large
field scattering. Themost commonmorphology utilized for achieving farfield scattering in solar cells is by
distributing the nanoparticle on top of the thin film. In 2006, 100 nmAunanoparticles were used on top of
amorphous Silicon solar cells, and an 8.1% increase in short circuit current was observed [387]. A similar
increase in short circuit current was observed inGaAs solar using 110 nmAg nanoparticles [369]. Catchpole and
Polmannumerically calculated the amount of light scattered for different nanoparticles and reported higher
scattering for a cylinder or a hemisphere over spherical particles [388]. They further saw that the scattering cross
section can be tuned effectively by adding a spacer above the substrate. A 45%enhancement in short circuit
current was achieved by usingmetallic arrays on top of thinfilms [389]. Fabricating a plasmonic layer in front of

Figure 13. Schematic representation of different designs of plasmonic solar cells. (a)nanoparticle on the front of the solar cell using far
field scattering to enhance absorption (b)PNs are incorporated into the activematerial for nearfield scattering effects and non-
radiative plasmonic processes likeHEI andPRET. For PRET, the PNswill have a dielectric coating to prevent interfacial
recombination. (c)Patterned backmetal contacts for propagating surface plasmons at themetal semiconductor interface for efficient
light absorption. [341] (2010)Copyright © 2010, SpringerNature.With permission of Springer.
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the device for far field scattering is relatively straightforward, as a result encouraging such a design for plasmonic
solar cells. However, the improvements observed are relatively below par. Consequently, for plasmonic solar
cells to demonstrate significant improvement,multiple plasmonic enhancementmechanismsmust occur in
parallel.

Figure 14. Schematic representation of different plasmon enhancementmechanisms used in solar cells. (a) and (b) are near and far
field scattering respectively. (c) and (d) represent non-radiative coupling using hot electron transfer and PRET. Reproduced from
[342]. CCBY3.0.

Figure 15. Schematic representation of hot electron transfermechanism. (a)Excited plasmons decaying via radiative emission of
photons or non-radiatively by exiting hot electrons in themetal. Localized surface plasmons can decay radiatively via re-emitted
photons or non-radiatively via excitation of hot electrons in the conduction band. (b)Hot electron having energy above the Fermi
level(c)Hot electrons can be transferred to the semiconductor if the electrons have energy greater than the Schottky barrier of the
metal-semiconductor junction.jM is the work function of themetal andχS is the electron affinity of the semiconductor. [343] (2014)
Copyright © 2014, SpringerNature.With permission of Springer.
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3.1.1.2. Localized field scattering
Absorption is also enhancedwithin the local vicinity of the plasmonic nanoparticle due to nearfield
enhancement of electric fields resulting from localized surface plasmons. In such plasmonic solar cell designs,
metal nanoparticles are embedded into the activematerial as shown infigure 14(b). At resonance, the electric
field around the nanoparticle can be orders ofmagnitude higher than the incident electromagnetic spectrum,
thereby creating a small region of concentrated photonflux than can be absorbed by the semiconductor,
creating an additional fraction of electron hole pairs [341, 342, 390, 391]. These effects become prominent near
the LSPR frequency, which can be tuned by adding a dielectric spacer between the nanoparticle and the active
material. For example, in 2009 an increased absorption in Si solar cells was observedwith the use of Ag
nanoparticles whose resonance could be tuned up to 200 nmwith the use of dielectrics SiO2, TiO2 and Si3N4

[392]. Further, FDTD simulations have showed that structures with sharp edges enhance electric fieldsmuch
more than smooth surfaces [393–396], hence anisotropic structures such as rods [397], cones [398], bowties
[390], etc have been tested extensively for enhanced near field effects.

Several groups have reported enhancement in PVperformance based on incorporation of plasmonic
nanoparticles into the activematerial of the device. Itmust be noted that these enhancements also have
significant contributions fromnon-radiative effects. In 2008, electrodeposited Ag nanoparticles were used
which resulted in an improvement in PCEof organic solar cells [399]. A similar improvement in polymer
heterojunction solar cells was observed usingAunanoparticles [400]. Both these results primarily originated
from the concentration of electric fields near the nanoparticles.Multiple reports of enhancements inDSSCby
integratingmetal nanoparticles with themesoporous TiO2 layer have been reported [401–405] as well. A
systematic study of the effect of size of Au nanoparticle onDSSCperformance found amaximumefficiency
using 36 nmAu [406]. Similar enhancements were reported for perovskite solar cells inwhich a core shell Au
nanoparticle was incorporatedwith the perovskite thin film [407]. They argued that a reduction in exciton
binding energy as a result of couplingwith the LSPRwas responsible for the improved efficiency. Another
technique to improve absorption is using the backmetal surface that facilitates the propagation of surface
plasmons at themetal-semiconductor interface. Since these do not closely lie within the scope of this article, we
will not be discussing it in detail.

3.1.2. Non-radiative effects

3.1.2.1. Hot electron injection (HEI)
In addition to enhancement through efficient absorption, recent investigations proved that it is possible for
plasmonic nanostructures to transfer hot electrons from themetal directly into the conduction band of the
semiconductor [164]. Hot electrons refer to electrons that have gained kinetic energy from an external electric
field and are no longer in thermal equilibriumwith the atom, hence are described by Fermi statistics with an
elevated temperature. Schematic and band diagramof hot electron transfer is shown infigure 15 [343].Many
existing PV technologies such asDSSC, quantumdot solar cells and quantumdot-sensitized solar cells have
previously utilizedHEI to further improve their power conversion efficiencies [164, 408, 409]. Around
2004–2005, several groups reported on the ability of plasmonic nanostructures to generate ‘hot electrons’under
illumination, and these led tomajor progress in photo-catalysis and photovoltaics [346–348]. Hot electrons in
metal nanoparticles are generated as a result of non-radiative decay of localized surface plasmons. LSPR
excitation decay occurs on a time scale of femtosecondswith the emission of radiation or non-radiatively by
transferring the energy to hot electrons, which can undergo photoemission, if its energy exceeds thework
function of thematerial. A fraction of the energy is also lost as heat, but asmentioned above, ohmic losses are
lower inAu andAg. Probabilistically,majority of excited electrons originate from intraband excitations within
the conduction band compared to interband excitations, as the d band energy levels lie 2.4 and 4 eV below Fermi
level in Au andAg, respectively [343].

The excited hot electrons can thus escape the nanoparticle and can be injected into the conduction band of
the semiconductor by forming a Schottky junction.Note that thismechanismbecomes efficient only if the
energy needed for such injection is lower than the band gap of the activematerial. Evenwith a perfectly
absorbing plasmonic nanostructure, the PCE enhancement throughHEI is limited to<8% [411]. However,
modifying the electronic density of states of the donor and acceptor could help improve upon this value.

One of thefirst comprehensive studies ofHEI came fromobservation of photo-induced electron transfer
betweenAu and thin film and nonporous TiO2 [346]. Shortly afterward,multiple results observing electron
diffusion betweenmetal nanoparticles andTiO2were published [412–415]. Some of the recent results ofHEI in
PV include usingHEI in sandwiched TiOx–Au–TiOxto improve efficiency in perovskite solar cells [416],
improvingNIR absorption in Si solar cells usingAg nano arrays [417], independent plasmonic solar cell with
0.2%PCE [418] and solid state ITO|Au-NPs|TiO2 solar cell with 5.84%photon to electron conversion rate at
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700 nm incidence [419]. HEI using plasmonics have shown the ability to increase population of electron hole
pairs in solar cells, but their performance have been limited by the fraction of the hot carriers having energy to
cross the Schottky barrier and various hot electron relaxation pathways [420].

3.1.2.2. Plasmon resonance energy transfer
PRETor plasmon induced energy transfer, is the non-radiative energy transfer between a plasmonic
nanoparticle and a semiconductingmaterial via dipole–dipole coupling.Upon illumination of resonant light, the
excited plasmon decays by transferring energy to the semiconductingmaterial, thus creating extra electron hole
pairs near its conduction band edge [410]. Themetal and the semiconductor is separated by an insulating layer
such as SiO2 to prevent interfacial recombination or losses due to hot electron transfer. The large dipolemoment
in plasmons arise fromcoherent oscillation of the conducting electrons. An efficient PRET systemcan improve
the performance of solar cells by utilizing light below the band gap. Amajor drawback of PRET is that it competes
with Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET), i.e. an efficient FRET system implies an inefficient PRET system.
The two competing energy transfermechanisms are shown infigure 16 [410]. The efficiency of either system is
determined by the dephasing time of the plasmons, versus that of excitons, in the semiconductor.When the
excitons have a lower dephasing time, energy is transferred to the semiconductor from the plasmonic particle
(PRET), while the reverse energy transfer (FRET) is favoredwhen the plasmonhas a lowdephasing time. It was
experimentally demonstrated in the same study that inAu@SiO2@Cu2O, a separation of greater than 10 nm
between theAu andCu2O results in noPRET [410].

Most studies on PRET are fairly recent, and have been focused on understanding plasmon dephasing times
using optical spectroscopic techniques such as interferometric frequency resolved optical gating [421]. Over the
last 3 years, PREThas found application in sensing, photo catalysis and photovoltaics [351, 422–424]. High
photocurrent density was reported inAg@Ag2S sensitized thin film solar cells, attributed to both PRET andHEI
mechanisms [425]. It is quite possible that while PREThas been delved into only recently, earlier enhancements
reported had contributions fromPRET, particularly in the nearfield scattering designs. Over the last decade,
rapid development in plasmonics have shownpromising results in photovoltaics. Though, initially plasmonic
nanostructuresmade their foray into solar cells for their improved scattering capability, recent findings have
presented their ability to non-radiatively couple to semiconductingmaterials, presenting a case for additional
enhancements. Nevertheless, further improvements in plasmonic solar cells demands parallel designing of novel
nanostructures aswell as their integration of them into the solar cells.

Figure 16. (a)Banddiagram comparing FRET and PRETmechanisms alongwith the direction of energy transfer in both (b) spectral
overlap between donor and acceptor in FRET and PRET. (c)Distance dependent dipole–dipole interaction in FRET and PRET. 1 in
FRETmeans no energy transfer from semiconductor tometal and 0means the semiconductor is fully quenched. 1 in PRET refers to
full energy transfer between the plasmon and the semiconductorwhile 0means no energy is transferred. [410] (2015)Copyright ©
2015, SpringerNature.With permission of Springer.
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3.2. UC andDCmaterials
In order to exceed the Shockley–Queisser limit for single junction solar cells, two other possiblemethods
commonly employed areUC andDCprocesses. This is achieved by reducing losses due to transparency and
lattice thermalization, twomajor lossmechanisms in single junction solar cells. Transparency is where any
photon of lower energy than the band gap is not absorbed by thematerial, whereas lattice thermalization is when
a photon of higher energy than the band gap is absorbed to create and electron–hole pair with the excess energy
is released as lattice vibrations to thematerial. BothUC andDCare non-linear optical process that convert two
photons to a single photon and a single photon to two photons respectively.

Themultiple forms of energy losses in a single junction PV include ‘(1)Non absorption of light with energy
lower than the band gap (2)Energy loss due to lattice thermalization (3) Junction loss (4)Contact loss and (5)
loss due to recombination’ [426]. Othermajormechanisms leading to losses in solar cells are radiative losses
from recombination of electrons and holes and from voltage drop across junctions and contacts [427–429]. One
of themajor advantages of theUC andDCmethods of improving PV efficiency is that it can be implemented to
existing single junction PV,without adding any additional fabrication techniques to avoid currentmismatch
losses as in the case of tandemdevice [430, 431]. TheseUC andDC layers are optically passive, while current
collection architecture remains the same as in a single junction PVdevice. In the case ofUP the layer is added to
the rear end of the device to convert two low energy photons to a higher energy such that the emitted photon has
an energy greater than the band gap of thematerial [432, 433], while inDC, the optical layer is at the front of the
device as they convert a higher energy photon to lower energy. The effectiveness ofUC andDCdepends on the
band gap of thematerial used in the solar cell. For example, crystalline silicon (c-Si) has a short band gap of
1.12 eV and can utilize a large portion of the longwavelength region of the solar spectrum, while hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) has a larger band gap of 1.7 eV andmakes use of the shorter wavelength in the
spectrum,while being transparent tomost near infra-red light [427]. It is easy to see thatUCwill bemore
beneficial for a-Si:H compared to c-Si. The schematic of an upconverter and a downconverter solar cell is shown
infigure 17.

3.2.1. Up conversionmaterials
UC is an anti-Stokes process, can be done at low power, does not require highly coherent light and can be
achieved even using Xenon orHalogen lamps [434–436]. The underlying principle of up conversion can be
understood from figure 18. Energy is absorbed from the ground state and electrons are carried to their first
exited state. Thefirst exited state is ametastable state and require a relatively long lifetime for theUCprocess to
work. Consequently, another photon is absorbed and now the highly populatedmetastable state is exited to the
higher energy state, followed by radiative recombination to the lowest energy state [429, 437]. During thewhole
process two photons of lower energywere absorbed and a photon of higher energywas emitted.

Themost commonmaterials used for up conversion processes are lanthanide nanoparticle based
luminescence [427–430] and triplet triple annihilation based on organicmolecules [427, 439]. In this article, we
will focus on the lanthanide nanomaterials for up conversion. Although the basic energy scheme remains the
same, there aremultiple ways to achieve up conversions and themost effective way is to use an energy transfer up
converison, inwhich a hostmaterial is responsible for transferring energy to the activator nanophore. Thefirst
energy transfer excites the activator to themetastable state, this can either be followed by another energy transfer
or the activator absorbs the next photon to reach the excited state [440, 441]. Similarly, there are other pathways
to achieve such energy transfers [442, 443]. The advantage of using energy transfer up conversion is that we do
not require a high concentration of activator ions [440].

The host is generally an inorganicmolecule withminimumnon-radiative losses. Researchers have studied
various hostmatrices includingfluorides [444–446], other halides [447], oxides [448, 449], and phosphates
[450, 451] etc. For lanthanide nanoparticles, NaYbF4 is themost commonused host. However, usingGd2O2S

Figure 17. Schematic representation of the solar cell with up and down conversion layers added on them.
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[452–454], BaY2F8 [455, 456] andfluorozirconate glass [457, 458] as hostmaterial is also common. Er3+

[431, 434, 445, 452, 454–456, 459], Tm3+ [447, 450, 460], andHo3+ [460, 461] ions, with their appropriate f
electron configurations, nearly evenly spaced energy levels and long excitation lifetime, are commonly used as
the activatormaterial. The three stepUC in Er3+ energy levels are shown infigure 18 [438]. The larger
absorption cross sectional area in Yb3+ ions compared to activator alongwith their convenient relaxation
energy, which resonates with the excitation energies of activator ions aremajor factors in improving the
efficiency of the energy transfer UC [436].

Thefirst proposed use ofUCwas in 1982 using terbium-doped lanthanum fluoride and thulium-doped
calcium tungstate [437], followed by thefirst demonstration in 1996 of an improvement inGaAs solar cell
performance using co-doped Er3+ andYb3+ [462]. Over the years, different solar calls have been tested using
various lanthanides as dopants. In 2002, a theoretical predictionwasmade of a PCEof 47.6% in c-Si solar cells
using sub-band gap light, considerably higher than the Shockley–Quessier limit [463]. Erbium-doped sodium
yttrium fluoride(NaYF4:Er

3+) as the host-activatormatrix achieved an internal quantum efficiency of 3.8% in
c-Si solar cells at laser excitation of 1523 nm [459]. In 2009, Gd2(Mo04)3:Er

3+was proposed as an up conversion
phosphor for Si solar cells [464], but it was only in 2010, thatUCwasfinally tested in organic andDSSCs, with
the use of Er3+,Yb3+ co‐doped LaF3‐TiO2 nanocomposites as amiddle layer inDSSC to produce an improved
PCEof 2.69% [465]. Yttriumfluoride host dopedwith erbium in P3HT:PCBMsolar cell showed a four-fold
increase in photocurrent at 975 nm illumination [466].With silicon solar cells, some of the recent works involve
improved external quantum efficiencies at longwavelength irradiance and approaches intoNIR broadbandUCs
[467, 468].

Some of the recent works on up conversion in PV are summarized in table 1.

3.2.2. DCmaterials
Losses due to thermalization can be reducedwith the use ofDCmaterials that help in generation ofmultiple
electron–hole pairs for incident photons of energy greater than twice the band gap of thematerial. Hence, DC is
more beneficial for solar cells with smaller band gaps as it converts a photon of higher energy to two photons of
lower energy, implying an external quantum efficiency of 200%.Although aDC layer is typically applied to the
front surface of a solar cell, it is possible to add a rear layer in the case of bifacial solar cells [427, 428]. It was
theoretically predicted that a conversion efficiency of 38.6% can be achieved in c-Si solar cells attached to an
idealDC convertor under un-concentrated light, by increasing the available spectral irradiance by 32% [475].

DCworks inmaterials with an intermediate state between their bands. It was shown that in suchmaterials,
under low light intensity such as concentrate light, absorption occurs via band to band transition, while radiative
recombination occurs with the help of an intermediate level [475]. However, another way to achieve suchDC is
through cooperative energy transfer between ions, achieved through co-doping two different ionic systems in a
material [476, 477].

In 2005, a cooperative energy transfer efficiency of 88%was reported in (YbxY1−x)PO4dopedwith 1%Tb3+

upon excitation using aXe lamp [478]. As expected, the energy transfer inDCoccurs opposite to that ofUC, that
is, from twoTb3+ to one Yb3+ ion. Around the same time,multiple groups also reported improved PCE and
short current density in c-Si solar cells with the useDCmaterials [478]. BroadbandDCofUV light resulting in
emission ofNIRphotons upon excitation usingwas reported in 2008with a high energy transfer efficiency of

Figure 18. Schematic representation of energy level diagram inNaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+nanoparticles. The arrows indicate the up
conversion process. Reprintedwith permission from [438]. Copyright (2014)AmericanChemical Society.
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74%betweenCe3+ andYb3+ ions co-doped in boratedglasses [479]. Further, they reported aDCof visible light
at 475 nm in a co-doped systemof Yb 3+ doped oxyfluoride glass ceramics with precipitated TbF3 nanocrystals
[480]. Other commonly usedmaterials for down conversion are CdOnanotips [481], ZnO:Er3+/Yb3+ [482],
GdAl3(BO3)4(Pr,Tb)3+,Yb

3+ [483], YF3 dopedwith Pr
3+Yb3+ [484], Gd2O2S:Tm

3+ [485], and lanthanide ion
doped glasses [486].Many groups have reported improved performance in solar cells withDCmaterials, and
some of the recent results are shown in table 2.

Over the last decade active research onUC andDCmaterials have helped in improving the efficiencies of
solar cells. However, the reported values are still low and demands testing newmaterials and better fabrication
techniques. Researchers have also tested plasmonic and photonicmaterials as efficient UC/DCmaterials
[487, 488]. Thesematerials have additional benefits of enhanced scattering and other plasmonic effects
described earlier. Another approach is the use of concentrated light source [427, 489]. UC/DCare yet to achieve
substantial improvements that can be implemented into existing commercial devices. However, over the last
decade, encouraging results with an increasing trend in efficiencies is visible.

4.Nanomaterials beyondPV

The properties of nanomaterials thatmake themwell-suited as activematerials in photovoltaic devices
(broadband absorption, high quantumyield, etc) alsomake them ideal candidates for LSCs. These devices also
harvest solar energy, but instead of directly allowing charge generation, they act as down converters for other PV
cells. LSCs are economicallymore viable than PVs and have the additional advantage in that theymay be
incorporated in to existing PVmodules to improve performance. Further, they are far better candidates as
building incorporated photovoltaic (BIPV) platforms, given they function under both direct and diffuse light.
Wewill review dye, thin film, and quantumdot based LSCs that have garnered a lot of attention in recent years as
these devices face a resurgence given the advances inmaterials science and engineeringwhich have led to novel
QDs and hybrid semiconductors.

LSCs are usuallymade from some transparent layer, typically a polymer thin film, which is dopedwith a
fluorescent species, such as dyemolecules or quantumdots, among others, that are responsible for absorbing

Table 1.Recent studies on up converisonmaterials for improved solar cell performance.

Material Comments Year

NaYF4:Yb/Er up conversion nanoparticles PCE in Perovskite solar cells increased from17.8% to 18.1%uponNIR

irradiation

2016 [469]

Er3+-dopedβ-NaYF4 Si solar cells—internal and external PL quantum yield of 10.7% and 6.6%

at 980 nm

2014 [470]

BaY2F8:30%Er3+ Si solar cells—external quantum yield 8% at 1520 nm and 0.55% relative

efficiency increase

2015 [471]

NaYF4:Yb,Er/Li-Ag@SiO2 Co-enhancing effect between up converison and LSPR. 2017 [472]
NaYF4:Yb

3+, Er3+@SiO2,@Au,@TiO2 Enhanced up converison efficiencies inNaYF4:Yb
3+, Er3+ prisms due to

LSPR inAu nanoparticles

2016 [364]

Er3+-Yb3+-Li+tri-doped TiO2 PCE in Perovskite solar cell increased from14% to 16.5% 2018 [473]
Cylamine sensitizedNaYF4:Yb,Er

nanoparticles

BroadbandNIR up conversion. 2012 [474]

Up conversion efficiency enhanced by a factor of∼3300

Table 2.Recent studies on down conversionmaterials for improved solar cell performance.

Material Comments Year

ZnO: Eu3+, Dy3+ <200% improvement in current density and

PCE inDSSC compared to using TiO2 alone

2014 [406]

Eu andTb coordination complexes On spin coatingDC coordination complexes

onto Si solar cell, amaximum relative increase

in PCEby 8%

2016 [407]

Lanthanide ions doped intoMetal organic frameworks PL, absorption andNIR emission enhancement 2018 [408]
Graphene quantumdots Improved fill factors and short circuit current,

achieving a PCEof 16.55% in Si heterojunc-

tion solar cells

2016 [409]

Ce andYb doped Perovskite quantumdots—CsPbCl1.5Br1.5:Yb
3+, Ce3+ PCE improved from18.1 to 21.5% in Si solar cells 2017 [164]

CuInS2/ZnS core shellquantumdots 10.5% relative PCE improvement in Si solar cells 2014 [411]
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sunlight and re-emitting at a longer wavelength [490, 491]. The emitted light is then trapped in the LSCdue to
the high refractive index of the transparent layer and via total internal reflection it is waveguided to the edges of
the LSC,where an attach solar cell converts the light to electricity, as shown infigure 19. Therefore, a good LSC
material should demonstrate a broad absorption spectrum,minimal overlap in its absorption and emission
spectra (i.e.minimal Stokes’ shift) to prevent re-absorption of the emitted light, high quantum yield, and
emission shouldmatch the absorption of the attached solar cell [490]. In the effort to optimize all aspects of the
LSC, variousmaterials were investigated as possiblefluorophores.

4.1.Organic dye-based LSCs
Organic dyes were considered in the original design and used as the fluorophore in thefirst LSCs, as they offer
good solubility in solvents, high quantumyield, and good absorption spectra [490, 492–494]. Since then,
extensive work on various types of dyes has yielded a large amount of potential dyes. These include dicyano
methylenes, lactones, bipyridines, coumarins, rhodamines, porphyrins, phtalocyanines, and perylenes, as well as
many others, amongwhich coumarines, rhodamines, and perylenes have been particularly popular [490].
Rhodamineswere used since early work on LSCs due to their high quantum yield, but suffer from small Stokes’
shift, which results in significant losses due to high re-absorption [492, 495]. Furthermore, the Rhodamine 6G
fluorescence was reduced after incorporation in a polymer [496], whereas various rhodamine dyes demonstrate
poor photostability [497, 498]. This encouraged investigation of alternative dyes. Coumarins show a larger
Stokes’ shift and quantum yields of up to 98%have been observed [498–500]. Furthermore, they exhibit
superior stability, although they are still lagging in comparison to other dyes. Perylene dyes are characterized by
bright fluorescence and good stability aftermodificationwith cyano side groups, reaching quantum yield of 91%
[501]. Perylene derivatives, such as perylene bismides, show very bright fluorescence and good stability, but
suffer from low solubility, which is improved by addition of ortho-alkylated aromatic bulky groups [490, 502].
Moreover, perylene dyes have been engineered to demonstrate Stokes’ shift of up to 300 meV [503]. As perylene
dyes show such good properties,multiple dyes can be combined in LSCs to achieve good absorption and
quantumyield simultaneous [504]. Dicyanomethylene dyes have also shown good properties for
implementation in LSCs. DCM (4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(p-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran)
possesses a broad absorption spectrum and large Stokes’ shift, while its quantumyield can reach 80%, but it
suffers frompoor photostability [490, 496, 499]. DCJTB (4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-t-butyl-6-(1,1,7,7-
tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4H-pyran) combinedwith a platinum-porphyrin dye yielded a device with
efficiency 6.8%when attached to aGaAs solar cell [505].

Other well performing dyes includeCRS 040 yellow (coumarine dye) and Lumogen red (perylene dye)
[506, 507]. Combination of these two dyes in a LSC attached to aGaAs solar cell has generated the highest PCE
using an LSC to date, reaching 7.1% [508]. Due to the limited absorption of organic dyes, combination of dyes,
either in a single device, or in a stack of devices, can be used to leverage the absorption spectra ofmultiple dyes
[490]. In addition,multiple efforts to improve stability of organic dyes have encompassed introduction ofUV
absorbers to prevent degradation underUV light, and use of copolymers to improve photostability [490, 509].

4.2.Quantumdot based LSCs
Due to the issues faced by dyes, such as rapid degradation and limited absorption by a single dye,QDs have risen
as a potential alternative to dyes as fluorophores in LSCs, since the absorption spectrumofQDs can be easily
manipulated tomatch that of the solar spectrum [510], whereas their composition ofmostly inorganic
semiconductors prevents rapid degradation [511].Moreover, by appropriate combination ofQDs of different
sizes, LSCswith significant Stokes’ shift can be fabricated [512, 513].

Common colloidalQDs that have been used in LSCs includeCdS, CdSe/CdS, CdSe/ZnS, and PbS/CdS,
among others [490, 491].Work has been done to understand how each of these behaves in a LSC and how they
can be optimized. Comparison between the properties of PbSQDs andCdSe/ZnSQDs in solution has shown

Figure 19.Operating principle of LSCs.
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that PbSQDs demonstrate amuch larger Stokes’ shift of 122 nm, as compared to 23 nm for theCdSe/ZnS
system, as shown infigure 20(a) [514]. Nevertheless, PbSQDs are found to possess amuch lower extinction
coefficient thanCdSe/ZnS.On the other hand, a study onCd-basedQDs has indicated that despite the
decreased absorption coefficient forNIR-absorbingQDs, they still have a better absorption efficiency compared
toQDs that only absorb in the visible part of the spectrum [515]. Similarly, PbSQDs exhibit better absorption
efficiency thanCdSe/ZnSQDs, while their quantumyield is lower, leading to better devices as demonstrated in
figure 20(b) [514]. A comparative study of CdSe/ZnSQD-based LSC and a Lumogen Red F 300 LSChas
demonstrated thatQD-based LSC shows device performance 42% lower than that of the dye-based LSC [516].
Furthermore, a study comparing CdSe/ZnSQD-LSCswith LSCs fabricatedwith Rhodamine B, Lumogen Red F,
and laser dyes LDS698 and LDS821, has concluded that the optical efficiency of theQD-based LSC is only 10%of
that of the LSCs preparedwith Rhodamine B and Lumogen Red F, andwas comparable to that of the LSCs
preparedwith the LDS laser dyes [517]. In all cases, the lower device performance of theQD-based LSCswas
attributed to the lower quantum yield of theQDs, indicating thatQDswith high quantum yieldsmust be
fabricated forQD-based LSCs to be competitive with dye-based LSCs.While core/shell QD structures were
originally implemented to achieve high extinction ratios, higher ratios have been achievedwith doped systems,
such as ZnSe andCsPbCl3 perovskite QDs dopedwithmanganese, which have shown high extinction ratios and
very low re-absorption, opening a route for high efficiency LSCs [518, 519]. In addition,manganese and copper
dopedCdSeQDs have exhibited increased photoluminescence quantumyield, with copper dopedCdSeQD-
LSCs outperforming the traditional CdSe/CdS structure [520].

Concerns over the toxicity of thematerials used in LSCs have led to the search forQDs that do not require
any heavymetals [490, 491]. Therefore, devices with CuInS2, AgInS2, andCuInSeSwere developedwith
promising results [521–524]. In particular, CuInSexS2−xQDs in poly(laurylmethacrylate) have produced a
colorless LSC, and the low reabsorption and high emission of theQDs allowed for optical power efficiency of
3.2% in a 12×12×0.3 cm3 large area LSC,making the possibility of LSCwindowsmore realistic [524].
Moreover, SiQDs embedded in a polymerized acrylicmatrix of area 144 cm2 have achieved PCE of 2.85%,while
maintaining a transmittance of 70% [525]. Simulations showed that efficiency could exceed 5%,whereasflexible
LSCswere fabricated, and alongwith simulation results, it was observed that the curvature of the device does not
affect the performance. These results strongly encourage the potential implementation of LSCs in BIPV
platforms.

4.3. Thinfilmbased LSCs
While dyes andQDs are often implemented alongwith transparent polymer thin films in devices, work on
opaque thin film based LSCs has not been as extensive due to the likelihood of increased self-absorption of the
emitted light by the thinfilm itself, as well as themotivation for transparent LSCs aswindows. Nevertheless,
although opaque thin filmsmight not be suitable for use aswindows, they offer the potential of use in structures
that require shading, such as bus stops [490].

QD-based LSCs suffer from limited quantum yield of the fluorophore, whereas dye-based LSCs suffer from
photostability issues, hence alternativematerials withmore suitable properties are sought after. Hybrid organic–
inorganic perovskites (PVSK) are in the forefront of photovoltaic research due to their excellent properties and

Figure 20. (a)Absorption and emission curves for CdSe/ZnS andPbSQDswith Stoke’s shift indicated by double headed arrows, (b)
optical efficiency of LSCs as a function of exposure time for PbS, CdSe, andRhodamine Bfluorophores, (inset)Reversal of
photodarkening of PbS based LSC. Reprinted from [514], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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have been used to fabricate high efficiency solar cells [526]. PVSKs can be prepared easily, using solution
processing [527], and are characterized by broad absorption spectra, high quantumyield reaching 80% for thin
films [527, 528], and refractive index of 2.5 that surpasses that of glass and polymer films [529, 530], both of
which are necessary characteristics for a good LSCmaterial. Recent work on PVSK-based LSCs, as shown in
figure 21(a), has shown that despite the increased self-absorption shown by thinfilm LSCs, the use ofmaterials
with very high photoluminescence quantum yields and high absorption couldmake up for the self-absorption
losses exhibited [531]. The devices reached optical efficiency of 29%, andwere operational after sevenweeks of
storage in ambient conditions, as demonstrated infigure 21(b), demonstrating that while electrical properties of
PVSKdegrade quickly, the optical properties of PVSK are farmore stable and can be leveraged for optical
devices. This reveals that development of possible thin filmmaterials with favorable optical properties can yield
high efficiency thin film-based LSCs, a device architecture that has not been thoroughly explored in the past.

5. Conclusions and future outlook

The foray into nanostructured photovoltaics has been driven by the dual need for less expensive andmore
efficient PVdevices. The encouraging trends and substantial progress summarized in the previous sections,
combinedwith thewide variety of nanomaterials that are suited to serve as the activemedia, in combinationwith
themany different designs and additives possible, has enlarged the scope of this field,making it all themore
probable that a solutionmay be found. A summary of this fieldwill, however, remain inadequate without some
discussion of the shortcomings and concerns that are common to thesematerials.

Thefirst andmost obvious drawback is the fact that the device efficiencies remain, on average, lower than the
traditionalfirst and second-generation PVs. This is the reason that nanostructured PVs remain an ‘emergent’
technology, not yet ready to be integrated in to the grid in the formofmodules. One of the causes that contribute
to this is the inherent high surface-to-volume ratio of nanomaterials. This exacerbates the contribution of
surface defects and trap states, which increase recombination losses and hinder the transport of photogenerated
charge carriers.Mitigation of this particular issue requires increased focus on suitable architecture of
nanostructures, such as one-dimensionalmaterials, and surface ligands that allow improved charge conduction.
Another fundamental problem thatmay also be addressed through suitable surface functionalization and
modification of nanostructures is thematter of stability. Again, owing to the susceptibility of surface states,
ambient environmental factors such as exposure to light and humidity can cause degradation of optical and
electronic properties of nanomaterials. Dyes tend to photo bleachwhile semiconducting nanostructures are
prone to photo-oxidation and darkening. The option of encapsulating and hermetically sealing the entire device
is not an attractive one, as that adds tomaterial costs.

On the topic of expenses, it is worthmentioning that to be truly cost-effective and achieve grid parity, the
fabrication processes currently used for nano-synthesis will need to be scaled up for large scale production,
allowing for roll-to-roll processing on industrial levels. Additionally,most of the nanomaterials used in PVs
currently use heavymetals and other components thatwould not stand up to safe long-termuse. Incorporating
non-toxic elements, especially in the semiconducting nanomaterials will be imperative for future use.
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Figure 21. (a) Schematic of PVSK thin film LSCwith Silicon PV attached at the end, (b)Optical efficiency of PVSK thinfilm LSCs:
black dots represent initial optical efficiency, red crosses show the optical efficiency after 4weeks of storage in ambient conditions.
[531] JohnWiley& Sons. Copyright © 2016, JohnWiley and Sons.
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